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Attend The
CHURCH
Of Your Choke
This Swahili

CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 9, 1957

Number Nineteen

Within less than three weeks
Fulton County residents will
go to the polls to elect their
various county, district and city
offices. In my estimation it is
extremely more important than
ever that we elect people who
Nancy Adams, young Fulton
will be a credit to the office
vocalist who won an Arthur
they seek . . . . who will serve
Godfrey "Talent Scout" ConOnly High Schools
the public and not their own
test and went on to sing and
personal interests . . . and most
To Integrate; No
play the ukelele and trumpet
Of all to elect those persons
Plans For Grades
for two weeks on the nationwho are qualified by training
The Fulton City Board of
wide daily Godfrey TV proand qualifications to hold those Education apparently has failgram, returned to Fulton from
offices.
ed to submit a school integraClean up your yards! Cut the weeds and grass regu- New York last Saturday afA Citizen's slate for Good Government in Fulton, two
tion plan to U. St District larly . . . haul off old tin cans, tires, anything
that will ternoon where a civic welcome candidates for
I hope I live to see. the day Court in Paducah as ordered,
Commonwealth's attorney, and nearly 30
her
arrival.
awaited
when election laws will be records in the clerk's office hold water as a breeding place for mosquitoes. The antiWith the Fulton and South various county and magisterial offices are entering the
mosquito
campaign
around
Fulton
is
underway . . and Fulton combined bands leading home-stretch of their
passed making it mandatory show.
campaigning all over the county.
for a candidate to run for offW. I. Holland, superintend- to make it effective you must help!
a parade containing Nancy, a
Tuesday, May 28th will see a record turn-out of voters
ice on his qualifications alone ent of local schools told the
The above statement was issued jointly by the City ot long line of autos wended their
to elect a sheriff, a county judge, a circuit court clerk,
and not because a candidate News that failure to file the Fulton, the City
a
of South Fulton, the Obion County way to the bandstand on Lake county court clerk,
"needs" the job. Obviously, all plan was in no manner intendtax commissioner, county jailer,
Health Department the Tennessee State Department of Street in downtown Fulton,
candidates need the job, else ed to defy the court. It has
county
attorney and several constables and magistrates.
where probably a thousand
they would not go through the been reported that three met- Health, the Fulton County Department of Health, the spectators were on hand for the
Thus
for
the candidates have to the Fulton City
Kentucky
State Department of Agriculture and.the Ken- welcome.
rigorous campaigns they do hods are in practice by which
Council.
confined their campaigning to Twelve persons
just for the glory of the title. integration is effected into the tucky Department of Health... all of whom have joined
have submittAt the bandstand, Nancy was
workman-like projects,
In this respect I think it must public school systems. They hands to stamp out encephalitis (sleeping
ed their candidacies for the six
sickness) in presented a beautiful bouquet door-to-door, attending visiting
many seats on the Fulton Council.
be tremendously discouraging are.
and around Fulton by a gigantic, intensive effort this of red roses by the YMBC, public gatherings
and calling One candidate for Mayor,
to a candidate to train themI. To invite the Negro stuwhich sponsored the "welcome
popon the various county political ular Cub Scout
selves for a particular public dents wishing admission into year.
home"
event.
leader, Nelson
At
the
cereThe campaign is pin-pointed at the twin-cites and the
leaders. Within the next three Tripp, has no
office, either by .education or the school.
opponent in the
monies, the welcoming address
experience, and then be de2. When faced with suit to area within one mile of them in every dire&on; farms was made by Bertes Pigue on weeks newspaper messages and primary.
radio
messages
will bring forth
feated at the polls by • can- present a plan to the court
and city homes alike.
Reports have circulated in
behalf of the YMBC. Also
last minute appeals for "votes political circles that
didate running on what has
3. To integrate by decree of
can be eliminated? neve it is.. speaking were Smith Atkins,
perhaps an
An intensive and regular
commonly become known as a the court.
independent candidate may sub1. The female of the culex Mrs. Adams, Mr. Adams, Paul and influence."
Much interest is centered, al- mit for Fulton's Mayor
"sympathy ticket."
Failure of the Fulton City spraying campaign by air and mosquito lays eggs on the sur- West pheling, Mrs. Tripp, Mrs.
on the
though quietly, in a slate of November ballot.
Board of Education to file a on the ground begins this week, face of stagnant water. 'I'm Westpheling and Nency.
using
professional
business
and
local
DDT
and
a
chordane.
person's hard- plan by the designated date
To share
The Fulton County News
cans, old barrels, old tires, any
Nancy returned to Fulton
who seek to be elected lists three
ships in Hee is a very fine and permits the court to issue a Ground spraying will seek to kind of still water.
High school Monday morning leaders
candidates for
kill the culex mosquito larvae;
noble gesture and all of us decree for integration.
sheriff. They are: M. E. "Red"
2. In three to five days, the and is devoting every minute
want to do our share in that
Reports indicate that nearly air-spraying will aim for those eggs hatch into larvae, known to catching up on the three
Garrison, L. D. Alexander and
direction. But somehow when 75 per cent of the public already flying. The culex mos- as "wiggle tails", which swim weeks' classwork she has missA.ncil Royer. Both Mr. Garrison
those hardships are put to schools in Kentucky have e- quito has been identified as around in the water, occasion- ed while in New York. With
and Mr. Alexander are former
public scrutiny, oftentime mag- rected integration. It has been that which carries the sleeping- ally coming up for air.
candidates and indications are
graduationi a saant three weeks
nified beyond their real con- also reported that only the sickness germ.
that this race will see a good
3. In another three to five away, she reports that she has
Do you know the mosquito days, the larvae develop into
ditions, for the sake of victory high schools in this county will
campaign.
had to regretfully decline many
at the polls . . . it doesn't al- integrate. There are no plans "cycle"... do you know why tiny cigar-shaped "pupae" that invitations to appear in the
In the county judge's race
ways leave a pleasant memory in the immediate future to in- the big clean-up is necessary float bn the water. Then the
political dopesters are giving no
area until her school work is
In the minds of clear-thinking, tegrate the elementary schools on the ground before the pest pupae spit open and the adult completed.
odds, indicating that this race
Five-Week Institute
public-spirited voters.
of this county
mosquito emerges and flies atoo will be a close one. John
At Northestern;
Federal Judge Roy M. ShelC. Boridurant, Mayor of Hickway.
Cayce
School
Play
Somehow or another I make bourne had ordered the Fulton
Picked 92 From Nation man is well known in county
A thorough clean-up camIt my business to take a good board to file "a comprehensive
political circles having been
paign will eliminate most po- Is Well Received
20ok into the platforms of the plan for the abolition and eliMiss Ella Doyle, a junior at identified
tential breeding places of the
prominently
with
various candidates who seek mination of alleged unconstituFulton
has
High
been
School,
"Don't
A
take
play,
my
mosquito. Water that remains
several 'Democratic campaigns
public office I always like to tional practices" by March 25.
as
a
an
entrant
accepted
penny",
for
was
Fripresented
last
will be sprayed bp, ground
on the state level. Dee McNeil.
teke • better look at those
The action came after a suit
crews. Mosquitoes that manage day •evening by the senior class special 5-week Institute for a former candidate is said to
candidates who run on the was filed in Federal Court here
to mature will be subject to air of Cayce High School to a high school journalism students be running his best race, while
"sympathy" ticket. And I urge Jan. 31 by the parents of 16
spray and if all goes well, we large and appreciative audi- at the famed Medill Journalism Judge Roberts, the encumbent
Band, Glee Club
you to do the same. Don't take Negro pupils who claimed they
school at Northwestern Uniege- appears to be holding his longshould find very tow of the ence in the high school gym.
the candidate's word for it . . were denied admissioek toi FalThe attractive awe setting sity this SUMMON
Allajarette‘t
o
t:tam
irritable insects anoint Tuttem
. , pepsdaritit.
the
don't take
candidatee toe High &hoot sort s, wa
Word that vary** IMF
was possible threitigh the cour
Ineindati on
this summer.
In other races the cateygene
family's word for it. Investionly
A check of the records Fri92
Furniture
students
accepted
Wade
from
of
the
tesy
That is .. if you are doing
big is enthusiastic and einadiThe eleveth Annual music your part!
gate for yourself. You'll be a- day revealed no such plan had
hundreds of applicants through- dates are leaving no stones on
Company
mazed sometimes at the true been filed.
festival of the Music departThose who took pert in the out all 48 states and several turned to meet and visit with
conditions you will find in the
ment Of Fulton City schools
Clara McMurray, foreign countries was received the voters before primary date
play were
will be presented Friday May
lives of the "sympathy" canDale Clark, Janice Downey, In Fulton Tuesday by her on May ME
10 at Carr auditorium under
didate.
Dan Weatherspoon, Jeannette mother, Myrtle Doyle.
the direction of Prof. Arthur
Ella, as co-editor of the FulConsiderable interest too is
Roper, Barbara Turner, Mettle
Within recent days I have
R. Roman.
Jo Sutton, Jerry Douglas, Billy ton High School "Kennel" has centered in the first district
heard it mentioned in some
Ferguson, been an avid journalist since magistrate's race with Charlie
Agnes
Curtsinger,
The program gets underway
circles that Mr X is • good,
Mrs. E. A. Hilliard of Clin- Wanda Norton, Sandra Hale, grade-school days, and her un- Stephenson, Kettle Lowe and
at 7:30 p. m.
efficient and honest candidate,
Beginning with selections by ton, "Kentucky Mother of the William Armstrong, Neil Elks, tiring work and interest for the encumbent James Willingham
but Mr So-and-So needs it
_
the Junior High glee club, first Year for 1957", is attending Patricia Jones, Larry Hender- school paper undoubtedly con- in a three-way battle.
more. Sadly, the person maktributed to her selection for the
portion of the program will the annual conference of the son, and Glynn Goodwin.
Local
Firms
To
Perhaps one of the most
ing such a statement is often
Joyce Institute, which begins on June
The usherettes were
also include vocal solos by American Mothers Committee
spirited campaigns in the coun!II,
Nonsor Teams;
unable to give any concrete
Elaine Bellew. 30 at Evanston, Illinois.
Susan Stokes and Kay French, at the Waldorf Astoria hotel in Hardison and
ty is the magisterial race in
background on the candidate's
Play Begins Soma
Charles
and
Shelton
followed by *elections by the New York City May 7-8-9-10. Leon
District No. Two, where three
qualifications for that office.
Plans are being made to start intermediate band and instruShe flew
from
Memphis, Hardison were stage managers. Wright Testifies At
other candidates are seeking
a Fulton Men's Softball League mental solos by John Cunning- Tennessee Monday morning Mrs. Leslie Walker directed the
the office now held by Clyde
I don't want you to get the to begin within the next three ham, Elaine Butler and James May 6, to New York City.
cast.
Washington Hearing
Corum. Mr. Corum, who has
impression that I think all weeks.
The announcement of the
Reed.
needy candidates are unqualienonaora of the teams inCharles E. Wright, Fulton served for eleven years on the
of
the "American Judge Roberts in
The concert band will do selection
fied or that their need for cludr• wry'. - FULTON four numbers, the majorettes Mother of 1957" will be made
Route 1, has returned from Fiscal Court is seeking re-electhe office is not real. Its just COUNTY NEWS
Washington, D. C., where he tion. His opponents are M. 0.
Charlie will present a twirling routine, at the New York meeting.
Memphis Hospital
Champion, Bill Mays and A.
that I think public office, the Scaten Stores, Penal Cola Bottl- and the full band will then ofCounty Judge Homer Ro- was a witness in a hearing L Cox.
handling of taxpayer's money, ing Co. Jones Auto Parts, Pure fer five selections, including
Senate
before
sub-committhe
berts, Hickman, entered Kenthe keeping of official records Milk Company. and the Amer- one with the chorus specially Nell Wanda Pillow
nedy General Hospital in Mem- tee dealing with tobacco-groware much too important to re- ican Legion
composed and
arranged for Tops Fulgham Cllass
phis on May 1st for treatment, er problems.
legate them to persons whcae
Wright, a Board member of
Each team will have a rester Fulton High School by Prof.
this week his condition is
and
Nell Wanda Pillow, with a
sole campaign issue is "sym- of fifteen players with no age Roman: "The Blue and White".
Western Dark Fired Tothe
improved."
"much
2.73 standing in her four years reported as
pathy."
Association,
Growers'
limit. The managers of the
The Judge is expected home bacco
of
high
school
studies,
has
been
teams will bid for players from
He is in testified in opposition to a bill
20th.
May
around
designated
as
valedictorian
of
In fairness to the people the list of ninety persons ex- Pique Wins First
which would separate Virginiathe Fulgham High School gra- ward 1-B.
they serve, every candidate for pected
participate. Each
type dark fired tobacco from
to
Track
At
Murray
Meet
duating class of 1957. Principal
public office seeking election in team is required to have three
other types for allotment purINJURED
Elbert Clark announced.
The May primary ought to feel players on their roster over 35
poses.
Ninth Annual
At the West Kentucky ConBeckman, with
Sandra
a ,.._Harold West, 36, Water Valit a privilege to tell the public: years of age and not more , ference
Track Meet at Murray standing of 2.68 in her tout Ty, suffered serious injuries
Event Enjoys Most
"I want to be elected because than five players under the age
LIONS P1ESIDE/4T
—May 4, Roger Pigue won first years of high school studies, last Sunday evening when the
Delightful Program
I think I can make you a good of 20.
Dr. Eddie Crocker has been
place in the 880 Yard Run.
left
was
driving
he
automobile
designated
has
as
been
salute-,
public official I feel I am
interested
person
Fulin
Any
the
President
of
elected
Before one of the largest
over
He
half-milers torten.
won
U. S. 46 at the outskirts of
qualified to handle the duties playing in the city softball
Lions Club. succeeding and most appreciative auditon
from Paducah Tilghman, MurThe valedictorian and saluta- Water Valley and overturned. Ward Johnson.
of the office I seek and for loop are asked
to contact ray, Owensboro,
ences ever assembled at the
Madisonville, torian
very West was rushed to Veteran's
follewed
were
that reason, and that reason a- either Bing Hampton at Radio Bowling
Other newly elected officers annual Evening of Music, the
Green, Caldwell Coun- closely in standings by Rudy hospital in Memphis.
lone, I ask your vote and In- Station W'FUL. Don Sensing at ty,
include: James Warren, first Music Department of the WoDaviess County, Henderson Richards. Jacquelyn Whitlock,
fluence."
Jones Auto Parts, Leon Mann
vice-president; W. P. Burnett, man's Club similarly presentCity. and Henderson County, Frances Conn and Mable Wiley.
at the American Legion, or
second vice-president; Dr. Dan- ed one of the most outstandwell as Franklin-Simpson.
as
address
commencement
The
It is not always fair to the John Joe Campbell at Parisian
ny Baird, third vice-president; ing musical programs in the
Pigue is a Sophomore with will be delivered on Thursday
public to use personal pro- Laundry. If enough names are
and Robert Burrow, secretary- history of the club.
more years of eligibility in night. May 16, beginning at 8
two
blems as • campaign issue secured by Friday, the player
treasurer.
track and field events at Ful- o'clock by J. Matt Sparkman,
People being the way they are, draft will be made Friday
Presenting unusual combinatSchool.
ton
High
students
at
Murray
of
dean
they are often mislead about night
of
FULGHAM ALUM MET ions
piano and
choral
Dr. Charles T. Alexander, an
College.
State
those personal problems. If a
Mr. J. 0. Lewis has been
Alumni of Fulgham, Beeler- groups, the and ience was
Scottsville,
optometrist
from
baccalaureate
The
sermon
is
candidate misleads the public elected Commissioner of the
ton and Shiloh High Schools charmed and delighted at the
scheduled jor Sunday night, Ky., and a native of Fulton will hold their annual banquet tremendous. talent arranged for
about his personal problems, proposed league. It has been
an
opening
today
County
is
May 13, beginning at 8 o'clock.
you can almost know that the proposed
that any proceeds
office on Lake Street in Fulton. in the Fulgham gym Saturday the ninth annual event.
office will not always be con- from attendance will go to the
Dr. Alexander's wife, Dolores, night, May 18, Grover Burkett,
A magnificient
MARTIN HONORED
performance
ducted with the voters interest city park fund.
who is , a native of Hickman, president of the association, re- was given by eight
outstandat heart.
week.
this
ported
Julia
children,
three
and
their
The Kentucky State Bar AsFarmers should be watching
ing local pianists who present4,
and
Cahrles
David
the Marie 8,
to see if Army Worms are sociation - has conferred
ed 'Prelude in G. Minor," by
Before I cast my vote for Family Movie Guide
AT PALESTINE
damaging their crops. The Uni- honor of the title of Senior Jim Marshall 2, will move to
Rachmaninoff. This piano perany candidate I am going to
at
day
decoration
Annual
versity of Kentucky has a Counsellor on Flavious B. Mar- Fulton in June.
consider his record of qualifibe formance was presented for the
will
cemetery
Palestine
will
make
Alexanders
The
tin
in
recognition
years
of
fifty
light-trap
on
the
Lucian
Isbell
(Source: Parent's Magazine)
first time in the history of
cations, training and experfarm to catch Army Worm or more of honorable service their home at their farm on Sunday May 12,
Fulton music circles. Participience I am also going to give (A): Recommended for adults moths.
Road.
Middle
the
Mr. Isbell reports an at the Bar of Kentucky, and
ating were:
Mesdames Inez
great consideration to the pre- (B): Recommended for age 12- unusually
NSBET COMING
Dr. Alexander is presidentlarge
catch
this continued interest in the adClaxton, Edward Benedict, Sr.,
sent office-holders who are 18.
represcontact
Nisbet,
B.
D.
at
Rotary
Club
the
spring, so if weather conditions vancement of the profession of elect of
Steve Wiley, C. L. Maddox,
seeking re-election. If in my (C): Recommended for ages 8- are
right, we might expect • law as a member of the Ken- Scottsville, is a member of the entative cif the Kentucky Dis- James Carter, S. M. DeMyer,
own mind I think they have 12.
Board,
Men's
Junior Chamber of Commerce abled Ex-Service
large infestation
of Army tucky State Bar Association.
Thad Fagan, and Miss Mary
done a good job and have been VODOO WOMAN
and the Masonic Lodge. He and will be in Fulton Friday May Swarm Bushart
AND THE Worms, in the County within
outstanding public officials, I UNDEAD — (a doable-feature
Legion
American
the
at
wife
are
17
members
his
of
the
HOSPITAL
SOLD
IC
the next 10 days.
am going to vote for their re- horror
Hall.
Methodist Church.
recomprogram
not
"An Evening of Music," preelection no matter how long mended for children)
The Illinois Central Hospital
Texaphene is recommended
Dr. Alexander, who has been
sented annually is the local
they've held the job. If in my
by the University as one of in Paducah has been sold and practicing his profession for the
VARISTY COACH
highlight of National Music
estimation the county or city RIVER'S EDGE (A) (II)
the most economical control will be doted by May 31, ac- past seven years, Is • graduEd Phipps has been named Week and each year's perforwould be better served by vot- SPRING REUNION (A) (R)
according
material
to cording to information received ate of the Southern College of varsity
Use
at formanctis grow is interest and
basketball coach
(Continued an page 5)
THE BIG LAND (A) (B)
manufacturer's directions.
in Paducah Tuesday.
Optometry, Memphis,
Union City High school
artistry.

FAILURE TO FILE
INTEGRATON PLAN
PERMITS DECREE

NANCY WELCOMED
Clean-Up Yards--- HOME
SATURDAY Many Close Races
Kill Mosquito Now
Loom; Candidates
Residents Urged
Nearing Wind Up

ELLA DOYLE WINS
ENTRY IN SUMMER
JOURNALISM STUDY

MUSIC FESTIVAL
AT FULTON WILL
BE THIS FRIDAY

MRS. HIWARD FLIES
TO NEW YORK MEET

LOCAL SOFTBALL
LEAGUE FORMED
FOR 157 SEASON

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS PROGRAM
Of UNUSUAL TALENT

NEW OPTOMETRIST
OPENS OFFICE HERE

FIGHT ARMY WORMS
FARMERS WARNED

MARKS SPOT
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the Central
Church
of was tapped in the Vicinity te
When will my daughter and Church of Christ
Chria, will bring the Leeson at Tip Tel in 1858.
family come back to the states, Announces SerVicel
7:00 Ise m. All are urged to
and where will they locate?
Oliver Cunn ngharre
regular bear him.
My mother is in very poor mini-ter fir
Mr. Jerry Counce will teach
the Centril church
ealth now, will we have her of Christ,
DUTCH MILL MOTLII:
• Fulham. 'lliouttielty the Young People's Meeting at
.ery long with us?
21-HOLlt RESTAI RANT
will spelt on the stillett "The 6:15 p. m. and Mr. Bill June;
Will I get pay for the job Inspiration
gMayeelli.
will
lead
the
song
of
the
drill
in
the
Bible"
next
answers any good?
iPATRICIA
LATANE
I'm doing now.
GOOD FOOD SERVED
Sunday. May 12th at 9:00 it. m. auditorium at 8.30 p. m.
no questions on person. Address all
Is my son in Florida doing and 10:50 a. m.
M. E. H.
,ommunic•tions to
‘11OUND THEi CLOCK
her c/o THE
June 2nd through the 9th,
watch for answer fri Dear M. E. H.
NEWS and
well financially now? Can you
Where The Ira% eler •
Mr'. Jack Carter, a member John B. Hardeman, minister fur
this column. Questions regarding
Stop% Iser) Tame' _
Yes your husband goes with answer in next week's column?
medicine, health can best be •nthe chuich at Obion, Tennes•
..eu. Dried - • - Owner
your
physician; clues
by
in...erect
other women but they don't Please.
D. lies? Is it his family who see, will be engaged in a Gostione reoarding handling of money
mean a thing to him. Yes he
F.. S. C.
is tryiris to keep us apart? He pel Meeting with the Central fill111111e
cr Investments can best be answered by your banker. THE NEWS will come home to stay but not Dear E. S. C.
says he loves me but some- Church of Christ, Fulten, Kenprovides this column purely a* a anyways soon. I wouldn't
Yes, you will !let the help body is telling him things
Accurate
say
that tucky.
^Ubl,C forum and does not accept
you
have to have to buy a are not true. What do
any responsibility for the answers that he is sending you all the
On
Monday
evening,
May
yetti
WORKMANSHIP
offered, although
in
money he can because he could home and it will be about 5 think I should do? Can you 13th, Oliver Cunningham,
many
they
proved
have
extremely
ac- send
miles
are
where
from
you
now
more,
but
then
if
he
did
•
tell
me
At Low Cost
when K. D. will get star for the Fulton Church of
curate.)
there wouldn't be any recrea- living. No, your husband has his income- tax check? Will he Christ will be, • a in Gospel. Watches. Clocks
and TDISO
Dear Pat,
tion at all for him. Your son reat been out with his secre- lo what he said he would with. Meeting
with
the Riverside. Mee, of All Linda AccuHave some questions would is in the state of Michiagn; yes tary not someone else's seere-. it,
Church of Christ in Dayton, rately Repaired at Low Cost,
like you to answer for me.
he is working. Yes, he will tary. Your youngest ton and
Where did E. D. lose her Ohio.
I have been very unhappy marry again but it will be sev- wife did separate but it only wedding
band? Does T. D. tell
for a long time. Will I ever eral years before he does. But lasted one nite; they are back lies to K.
ANDREWS
MARIN
D. about me? If so,
TIT TOP GAS
find any happiness? - If so, when he does they will get together
everything
and
is why is he doing it?
Jewelry
SENN
Company
when? With whom? Do I mean along and be happy; her initial rosy. Yes, your daugher will
Kentucky's first main al gas
Please put this in next weeks
•Inellifi•
anything to N. M. or C. M.? will be J.
MIJNA' curre back to the states and paper.
•11Makirseliesnimr
PAIN
Why doesn't N. M. ever some
will live in Illinois. Your
Thank you,
around to see us anymore?
mother will live several years
Dear Patricia,
MW.
Thanks,
I've ben reading your let- yet. Your son in Florida is do- , Dear M. W.
M. V. D.
ters and I think you can help ing very well for himself, you
His people are trying to keep
Dear M. V. D. Dr. Charles T. Alexander
me. My brother wants to cook need not worry at all about you apart but you will get
Do not see any change in in the kitchen. Should I just him.
married in June or July and
with
your life. You don't mean any- let him go ahead, and let him
then they will accept you and
thing to either of these people. alone? Does a boy in my class Dear Pat,
stop lying about you. E. D lost
OPTOMETRIST
MARTIN-SENOUR The
reason N. M. stopped com- really like me? He and I work
Would like to know what her wedding band
in
gravel.
I
ing around is the way you act: together all of the time in our you think of our future? My would
say in Mint of I pig
you will never know what love books. Will my home ever be husband hasn't been well late- stand
or drive in eat place.
announces the opening of
is if you don't change your any different?
ly. and has been niore nervous. K. D's parents have
got T. D.
ways.
Will he •stay on the job he has tellings things about
Signed,
you to try
• Wid• choice of "prettiest-In-this.
and keep the house we now and prevent K. D.
E.
neighborhood" colors I
and you
Patricia,
Dear
have?
his office on Lake Street for
Dear
E.
from
getting married.
• Durable,slow-werathiering surfacot
letters
every
Read
your
Will his future health be
Yes, let him cook; if he
• Self cleaning ...stays new-look.
week. Just wonder if you could wants to even show him how better and how soon? Will the Dear
log for years! •So easy to apply
Patricia Latane,
help me.
to cook. Yes, the boy you are Dr. we both go to, cbrrect the
I sent my sister OM in a
Repaint New...Repay later
Does my husband go with talking about is secretly in love conditions bothering us?
Christmas Card. She did not
with FHA Flowering
Will he ever with you. Yes, your home will
other women?
A person has caused us a get it. Who did get it
was it
Tak• up to NI months to pay. .Ask
Does
he be different but that is some lot of worry. Will that person delivered
come home to stay?
COMPLETE VISUAL CARE
to her mail box?
for complete details on convenient
that he time off yet.
money
the
all
me
send
ever
bother
again
us
or
will
Why did my husband get
FHA loans tor horn* Improvement.
can?
we ever contact them again?
laid-off his job, this was about
Will we be able to give our 10 years ago.
Where is my boy, and is he Dear Pat,
working? Do you think that he
You have helped so many of child the christian
home we
for appointment
How much longer will I
will ever marry again? If so, my friends, would you answer want and make all our future work, if my health holds out?
Church Street
Fulton where and what are the ini- these questions for me? Should brighter? Will we prosper Please answer as soon as you
tials of the girl? Will they do we buy a house and furniture more and enjoy the future and can.
around here, or will my hus- be a help to others as we. pray
M. T S.
band get work here? Will I go to be?
Dear M. T. S.
PHONE 235
Would appreciate any inforto work steadw2 Will I -have
The person living in the
any more children? Will my mation you can give us. Will house with her took it out of
NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED!
sister get married soon and if we be better off with the home the mail box and took the
CONTACT LENSES
we now have, or will we have money out of it. Your
so, could I have the initials.
GLASSES
husband
have to move some place else? was layed off on account
Thank you,
of his
Thank you,
M. A. R.
showing up late for work and
VISUAL TRAINING
M. A.
his drinking. You will work
Dear
M.
A.
R.
GLADIOLUS BULBS
for about 12 more years.
Yes, buy the house and fur- Dear M. A.
Yes your husband will reniture ;he will get a real good
job but it will not be the first main where he is. and you will
Ideal for panting now; mid-season
job he has, it will be his sec- now are. Yes, both you and
ond: Yes, you will get steady your husband will enjoy better
blooming work in a factory. No, you health in the very near future.
will not have any more chil- You will not be bothered with
..•
•••
•111C,•••••11,11rperson
anymore.
Your
dren. No, your sister will not the
marry until the latter - part of prayers will be answered and
BURPEES FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEED
next year and she hasn't met your child will have a 'christian home. You will be better
him yet.
off where you are.
A complete variety, include award-winners. Dear Patricia Latane,
Please answer these ques- Dear Patricia Latane,
tions for me. Please answer - I -ba-ve- been reading Your--P--Sold Izt balk or* the package.
column and think it is great.
ioon.
Will my brother marry the I would like for yoti to answgirl he is going
with now? er my question:
Where is my 8th grade class
Does R. G. or J. R. love me?
What will my life career be ring, and my birthstone ring?
Thank you,
Will I still continue to do
M. L. M.
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY----:PHONE 483
in my studies?
Dear M. L. M.
SAVE NOW — ON THESE
Thanks so much,
Your rings are in an old
S. H.
trunk.and I would say its in an
Dear S. H.
out-house or what people call
OUTSTANDING BUYS!
Yes, your brother will marry
smoke house.
the girl. R. G. is itt love with
ON HER DAY
you but J. R. just likes you. Dear
Pat,
he isn't in love with you. You
I would like for you to anwill be a secretary. Yes, you swer some, questions
for mt.
will do well in your studies.
Does K. D. love me? Will we
SHEETS Full Si..e 81x99 only 1.34
every marry? Tell me who is
Dear Pat,
•
a.
the cause of our trouble? Give
EACH
I enjoy your column. Will
me the initial and who tells K.
you help me too? Will I get
PILLOW CASES 36x38 only 34c
the financial help I'm thinking
of to buy a home or will I buy
LIMIT Z PAIR
one, and where?
Did my husband go out with
__-:•_FL"I•
111
the secretary or have anything
C7.7
to do with her personally.
Is my youngest son and wife
happy now? Did they ever
The Confederate Flay,e Marker, 3rd St., between Broadway and Kentucky Ave., is a
sidewalk slab where early in
the summer of 1861 the first
Confederate flag was unfurled
in Paducah.

,
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PATRICIA LATANE

SENSATIONAL
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EXTRA SPECIAL

• Convenient recoil starter
• Exclusive level cut
• Self-cleaning discharge chute

— FULTON, KY. —

15x25

WASH CLOTH

BATH TOWEL 22x44

"Most Versatile Power Mower in Amercia"

NATIONAL STORES

22x44

and leading magazines!

ROTARY MOWER

Choose this most
perfect of Mother's Day gifts from
fltimurn BIRD'S wonderful, wide
assortment of colours, sizes and
styles, gpecially designed for her
particular needs, activities and clothes.

DULTS

MATCHING "'CANNON" TOWELS

•Advertised on TV

of beauty,
style and
comfort at
herfeet.

AND

HITE ..4,iikLET.

• FULTON HATCHERY

a world
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Chenille Bedspreads

"Made by the makers of Johnson and Evtnrude
motors"

18—INCH $84.95 21-INCH — $89.95

Full Size with Fringe

5.00 val. 3.99

Awning Stripe
32 INCH WIDE
5 colors to choose
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yd.

59(

450

79( val. 2 for 990

Table Cloth Damask
Yellow Green Blue

1,98 val. only 79( yd.

"Let us show you the difference"

Western Auto Associate Store
Home Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan
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make their home in South Fulton for the time being. Mrs. • NEW HOPE NEWS
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 9, 1957 Page 3
News
Kellebrew is an employee of
Mrs. Elm.: Walston •
By
d'Aleasio
Southern Bell here in Fulton
visited Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
From
and Mr. Killebrew is an emCOTTON USE RISING
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
Brundige during the weekend.
ployee for a large van line in
visited
Mr.
An
and
increase in world cotton
Mrs. R. T.
Mrs. Em Grijfin was dismissLouisville.
Drisdoll, Sedalia, Ky., Monday.
ed from the hospital Thursday consumption is 'foreseen by the
The
Marion Ann and Charles Ray
International Cotton Advisory
after a seige of pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
and Janie and Harry Barber
Mrs. Dewey Grissom is im- Committee, which reported a
Attended the Strawberry Festi- visited Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Lewis, Monday night.
proving following surgery at rise in cotton prices in early
val at Humboldt Friday.
winter.
Little Miss Rita Richie, Maythe
Haws Hospital.
Mary Ann and Ray Williams field, Ky., spent the
weekend
Strawberry picking is the
Miss Hazel June Clark be- will make their departure for with
her aunt, Mrs. Leroy Latorder of the day around here.
come the bride of Dean Kille- Florida this weekend. We hope ta
Hearing Aid Batteries
and Mr. Latta.
The more we have berries the
brew in a quiet but impressive they have an enjoyable time.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Pittman
less
we
think
we
know
'about
ceremony in the First Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson
Complete Line
family,
Paducah, Ky.,
them. The berries are a few
Church parlor at 4:00 p. m. were the dinner guest of Mr. and
For all makes of hearing aids!
spent
Sunday
with
his
sister,
days
earlier
this year but apVisit our Hearing Aid DepartSaturday with the Rev. John and Mrs. Ray Tarver of ClinMr. and Mrs. Raymond Harripear to have ripened slower
ment at your first opportunity.
Laida officiating. Just a small ton, Tuesday evening.
son,
Fulton,
Ky.
than others of the past two
group of friends and relatives
Kent Tarver of New Orleans
DRUG CO.
years. It appears that we will
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Inman
were present.
visited his parents, Mr. and
108 Lake Street
have a big picking if much
Phone 75
Mrs. Lewis Sizzle and Gene Mrs. Ray Tarver of Clinton this and boys visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips,
nicer berries today, Monday,
Killebrew were the couple's week end.
than last week. So come on
only attendants. After a short
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Wifley Sunday afternoon.
strawberry pickers.
wedding trip the couple will moved from their apartment on
On Sunday May 5th, Walsthe Martin Highway to a cute ton relatives gathered at the
Columbus-Belmont State Park
little house on Collingwood.
Cayce Commencement
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Faulk- for a get-together dinner. When
—404.7.---ner have bought a darling Tit- all the relatives had arrived
Will Be On May 14
the bountiful) baskets of food
tle house on Collingwood.
The commencement exercise
THE WOW ' C a r ni a Jackson's mother, were unpacked and spread
ti .
of Cayce High School will be
11,4rs. A. B. Cloys of Perry, picnic style, and enjoyed by
*
A LITOMATit
views
-0
held Tuesday night, May 14,
Fla. was weekend' guest in the everyone, as was the afternoon
v-•
at 8 p. m.
'.- WASHR
home of Mrs. Ruth Cloys of which followed, during which
Pen Kraus. eioar He want. tn 1-now
vnti sue
Miss Janice Downey
Cayce. Carma's grandmother. time they enjoyed the opportwill
Ike
ult
tat
4••••••• ••.
make the salutatory address
unity
of
all
being
together.
ReI..e Poreej
and Miss Patricia Jones, will
latives present were Mr. and
TRANSPLANT
May
dam
give the valedictory address.
Falmouth, known as the Is- Mrs. George Walston, Mr. and
i.Ow tin%
vs n
ii
"netE. Blackburn, head
land City, was first settled in Mrs. Weslie Williams, Mr. and
and F.aav Terms
CAYCE NEWS
•CHESTNUT GLADE ofDr.theW.Physical
1776. The town was esteblish- Mrs. H. Brewington, Mr. and
Science DeClarice
Bondura
nt
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • partment of
•
BENNrrr ELECTRIC ed in 1799 by Virginians who Mrs. Graydon Williams, Mrs
Murray State Col317 Mats
PIM=
lege, will make the commenceLee Williams all of Wingo, Ky .
named it for Falmouth, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe HutchiThe school programs for the ment address.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. WalA PROUD CHILD
son
and
children, Steve and year were ended Friday night
The processional will be by
ston, Carbondale, Ill., Mr. and
IS A HAPPY CHILD
Mrs. Dick Anderson and Debbie of Detroit, Mich., have when the.8th grade presenled Miss Helen Smithmier, and the
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
daughter, -Detroit, Mich., Miss returned home after a vacation the play "Huckleberry Finn." invocation by the Rev. Joe McBIG DOUBLE FEATURE
Playing a Wurlitzer
Maggie Vaughn, San Dimas, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Much work is expected to be Minn.
done this week in preparation
The Cayce Glee Club will
Calif., Mrs. Ila Randell, Bard - W. A. Campbell.
HORROR PROGRAM
Piano develops pride
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Gilbert for the final test. The very sing "Praise for Peace" by
well, Ky., Mrs. Edna Waggoner.
of accomplkshment.
Pilot Oak, Mrs. Blanche Mul- and children, Nina and Jeff, of fine eight grade class was in- Fleming, directed by Festus
len, Mr. and Mrs. Preston Wal- Fulton, Ky., Visited Mr. and vited to Martin one day last Roberson.
THIS IS A DOUBLE HORROR PROGRAM
There will be remarks by
ston. Mr. and Mrs. James D Mrs. Tom Arrington Wednes- week where they are expected to enter high school next Supt. Bearl Darnell, and the TIM/vI'S MUSIC DEPT.
Walston, Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. day afternoon.
AND IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR A- James D. Walston, Jr.. and
year. From observation we ex- presentation of diplomas will
Union City. Tenn.
Mrs. Dorothy Greer and Kay
children, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn of Fulton spent Thursday af- pect this class to rival the be by Edmund Clark.
class
that
will graduate from
DULTS OR CHILDREN WHO ARE OF A Taylor all of Paducah. Mr. and ternoon with Mr. and Mrs E.
Martin this year. We are especMrs. Tom Han. Mrs. Allie Rus- C. Mosley and Eddie.
proud of the high school
NERVOUS TYPE. WE ESPECIALLY DO sell, Mrs. Bertha Foresee, Mr. Billie Simpson is still im- ially
Otway Patton all of Mayfield, proving at the home of his record this class has made.
Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wal- parents. Mr. and Mrs A. Simp- There are seventeen students
NOT RECOMMEND IT FOR CHILDREN ston,
in the upper one third of the
Fulton, Ky.
son.
senior class. Eight of the stuMiss Mae Asbell of CrutchUNDER TWELVE YEARS OF AGE.
dents are from Chestnut Glade.
field visited Mrs. Mary Cruce
We think this a very good re•AUSTIN SPRINGS Friday afternoon.
Regardless of Distance !
cord.
Mrs.
Bess
Mrs.
Dunstan
Carey
of
StockFriel&
•
THE MANAGEMENT—
Miss Patricia
Jones
from
ton, Calif., has returned home
Memphis spent last weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Lucia Aber- after a visit with Mrs. Mae with homefolks.
Wall
and
Harold
Hampson.
nathy
of
Mayfield,
Ky.. visited
The streekt new
Mr. and Mrs. Don Winstead
TM! Cayce Homemakers were
in this area, the past Sunday,
at Murray arrived from Texas where he
guests of Mrs. Bird Abernathy well represented
has been stationed with the
and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields. Friday where the purchase Dis- Army for
the past two years.
trict
Homemake
rs
met
in
their
Mrs. Buton laassiter is sufHe expects to get civian emfering from rheumatoid arthri- 24th annual convention
Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridge- ployment as he has received a
tis and remained in bed a porTenn., Mr. and Mrs. Mal- discharge.
tion of the time.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whither
Mr. and Mrs7 Tommie Wood- cohn Inman and Mr. and Mrs. and children from
Nashville
Burnette and Mr. and
ruff continue to make improve- Cecil
spent the weekend with Mr.
Mrs.
Clyde
Burnette
were
dinments on their home, located
and Mrs. Forrest Rogers.
on State Line Road, which adds ner guests of Mrs Daisie BonI on,
Mrs. Guayon Brundige and
durant
and
Clarke
Sunday.
much to the appearance of the
LOW
Ott
ENGLISH•CONWAY.C6NNORS
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan children from Louisville, Ky.,
building.
Predated by Ala GOMM • lorectod by MANS I. CANN • A CANINE monarnat
Knob Creek Church of Christ visited Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A.
Price
sang Saesapby5 Bosun emu $ V I Voss • as argagaie INTUINATIIIIMPICTUIR
has been torn down, and a Sloan and family in Covington,
move in on foot to erect a Tenn., last Sunday.
1.111/11121/WIEEESERIP and SIONIMIE.1111401101b
Miss Mary Ann Simpson of
new building at Pingar cemeTERROR...THAT SCREAMS FROM THE GRAVE!
tery. It will be a modern struc- Murray College spent the
ture, brick veneered. At the weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Simpson.
present the congregation
is
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Warren
worshipping
in
Lone
Oak
school building, which is a of St. Louis, Mo., and Janet
. be'
Allen of Fulton visited Mr. and
tI
community center.
Les
EASY
Parnla
over the
Richard
Mr. SaTn
Mathis returned Mrs. Arthur Allen
home, Saturday from
Haws weekend.
DUtiCAN.• ()ARLAND • HAVE:,
TERMS
Memorial after several days
treatment from bronchieal ail- 730 pi m. The public is cordialPreducod and Oresclod by ROGER CORMAN•Ata amspricee ineerrissionat
Picture
ment. Pie is improved at this ly invited.
writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene LassitJUST WHAT
Mrs. Eric Cunningham and er of Martin, Tenn.. were SunColor Cartoon — HEP MOTHER HUBBARD
son, George Ed, of Dresden, day night dinner guests of parTHE BABY NEEDS
Tenn., spent the weekend here ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Laswith parent, Mr. and Mrs. Ed siter.
5 B-I-G DAYS STARTING SUNDAY
Can be found in our
Modol Z22431 Mahogany Color Console.
Fri,•1 Is.
Farm work took on new life
baby department. Baby
21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 sq.
rlev. Dempsey Henderson fill- round about this section the .G ifts
and everyday
in. rectangular picturc.
ed his regular appointment at past week, weather prevailing.
necessities.
New Salem Baptist Church this quite an acreage of corn was
Zeal* EXTRA Footvres wan EXTRA Parlormance and Enj:ritut
Gifts Wrapped Free
past Sunday, at 11 a. m. and planted, the cotton crop will be
the evening services at 7.30 p. planted
this
week. Tobacco
WES
whose
TENN DEPT.
m. Prayer Band is held by land is now in preparation as
leaders
of
each age group is the time of transplanting the
courage
STORE, Inc.
held prior to evening worship sveed is near. Gardens are now
cut the
and midweek Bible study is looking fine, with some favorFulton
.1 306 Main St.
Fulton
held each -Wednesday nite at able weather soon.
Phone 307
big land
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midshipmen live, about FOUR
THOUSAND strong
and we
walked over the "yard" — but,
of course, Don was unable to
go OUTSIDE the gates as they
are
restricted
during
week
days. But, anyway — we had
a good visit — and it was
By Mary Nelle Wright
WORTH every mile! Don was
1 so thrilled over Jo and Nancy
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
V...and their success in New York.
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
He is really looking forward
to coming home to the "Banana Capitol of the World" afby
double
crystal
ter he returns from his South
What a joy and privilege it flanked
American cruise the last pf
was for us to attend the de- candelabra holding pink candon les. Individual cakes iced in
given
July. It was so good to see his
lightful reception
good friends, I.,ew Powell arid
Sunday afternoon at the Wo- pink and green and lime punch
his room mate Dusty Craver,
man's Club when the Parent- were served. Presiding at the
Terrytable were Mrs. Fred Bondurwho are both Texans. Am lookTeachers Association of
ing forward to seeing MORE of
Norman school honored one of ant, Miss Kathryn Williamson,
those two PLEBES next
Fulton's most beloved members Mrs. Arthur Roman and Mrs.
month!
qf the Faculty of the Fulton J. P. McClay, who are Mrs.
Fleming
HOUSE
for
Mrs.
Jessie
last
SunOPEN
Lee
I went back to Washington
City School, Mrs. Jessie Lee Fleming's associates.
Assisting
in
serving
the day brought hundreds of friends and former pupils to the next morning — picked Jo
Fleming, who is retiring from
her profession and from her guests were the girls of the the Fulton Woman's Club to pay their respects to one up — and we went out to Bill
position as principal at the sixth grade, who are Mrs. who is in highest esteem in local teaching circles. (Above: and Minetta Newton's out in
Terry Norman school at the Fleming's pupils. These girls Supt. Lawrence Holland, Mrs. Fleming and daughter, Congress heights where we had
were: Misses Mary Idella Bon- Mrs. Jim Isbell chat in the receiving line. ,(See Diary).
a delightful lunch — and much
close of the current year.
TALK. Twas so good to see
"Miss Jessie Lee", as she is durant, Pamela Hornra, Judith
the Newtons — especially their
affectionately called by all of Ann Stanfield,
Judy Owens,
two fine youngsters, Carrot and
us who love her, began her Darlene Roberts, Nancy Sisson,
Claude. Immediately after lunch
career as a school teacher Frieda Kay Yates, Sandra Holt
— we were on our way to —
when she was just 18 years old and Kay Stark.
FULTON!
'
and she has given the best of
I think I have told you —
I could write a good story
her life to the hundreds of
about our trip over the mounchildren that she has taught in how happy I am to be back in
dear ole Fulton — after such
tains that
night during
Fulton.
a
BLINDING RAIN with Jo covIt would be a task far too an exciting trip td New York.
ering up her head and praying
large for me, to put into words And certainly it is the most
for us SOON to he on LEVEL
the tributes that I should like wonderful thing in the world
ground once more One MIGHT
to pay to Miss Jessie Lee but to have our MANY FRIENDS
think SHE was at the WHEEL
a few lines from a poem writ- so interested in, us. I wish that
-- but DON'T — twas your
ten by Louis Utermeyer ex- I might have the time to visit
diarist — and I was scared, too
plains her life to me — be- with each and every one of
but WHO wants to SIT on a
cause I know she was never you — in fact, I'd love to sit
MOUNTAINSIDE in a storm?
satisfied with things half-done down in your living rooms and
I just figgured I'D rather be
in all of the many years of relate everything that happen-moving along".
ed to us — our trip up to New
her teaching.
Anyway — we're HOME
From compromise and things York — our stay there and our
and its GOOD to see faces of
return trip home. it-was a dehalf done,
people we know and love —
Keep me with stern and stub- lightful experience and I feel
it's GOOD to walk down the
so fortunate to have been inborn pride.
EVERYONE CAME TO SAY HELLO: The Terry-Nor- street and say HELLO! to all
And when, at last, the fight cluded.
is won,
Last week, on the "My Fair man eighth-graders, in formals, (above) chat with Mrs. of you — and I'm going to enGod, keep me still unsatisfied." Lady" program at WFUL, I Fleming and are joined by Mrs. C. L. Maddox, herself joy these next three weeks because. come THEN — and I'll
And the many friends of tried to give you a compre- a former pupil of Mrs. Fleming.
head back EAST — again!
Miss Jessie Lee tried, in our hensive report on all of the
small way, Sunday to let her nice things that happened to us TOM can certainly "trip the ed redbiid were in full bloom
Mere sad There:
know how we love her and — but — most of all — I tried light fantastic". And we are Pine trees were the f.eshest
how grateful we are to her for to tell you more about the the HAPPIEST people in the green -- and the Erma seemeci
Ann Holland has an interhaving given oh, so many years actual city, itself. As you may world to tell you that Carol, to be even prettier than our citing trip in store for ThursFulton.
own
Kentucky blu2 grass -- day. She will take Susan Busto our children in
well know — one could talk the darling Callahan daughter
never for days, weeks, months and is making QUITE a name for and THATS saving a LOT!
Woman's club
The
hart Sidney Calliham, Joan
It was so GOOD to be A- Carter and Ruth Butts down to
looked lovelier than it did Sun- still be una-Ble to -ao anything herself in BALLET in Washday when over three hundred except "scratch the surface" of ington. Carol was one of the WAY from the hustle and Memphis where they will see
called between the hours of 3 that fabulous metropolis.
15 ballet dancers
who were hustle of crowds and I was so the evening performance of La
to 5 p. m.
I hope you enjoyed Jo's chosen from the Washington hannv — driving along &one Traviata at the Auditorium.
The club room featured a Notebook last week as she tri- area to appear in a very out- with music from the car radio.
Sara Bushart will have Mrs.
color scheme of pink, green, ed to give the HIGHILGHTS standing ballet that will be It is a short drive -- and has Charles B .Stacy of Pineville.
and white with lovely arrange- while I told you about my presented there next month by been made even shorter by the Kentucky for her guest Thumments of roses, iris, peonies and wonderful experience in meet- a ballet company from New wonderful new soner highway cly. Mrs Stacy *will be in Fulcarnations. Many of the floral ing the Strom family of "The York. Quite an accomplish- jost out of Washington — all ton to attend the Woman's
arrangements were gifts from $64.000 Question" fame.
Auxliliary to the Fulton-Hickment — I might add! (To my the way to Annapolis.
friends of the honoree.
- But — now
we're almost FRENS — Ski--er and Bill —
It was so good to see our man County Medical Society at
The guests were greeted by "back to normal' again — and One day I shall write a DEAR friends, the Andersons which time she will install the
Mrs. Clyde P. Williams, Jr., believe me — it is a good feel- WHOLE page about both of who are natives of the city. new officers in the group.
president of the PTA for the ing. There is ONE part of my you and tell how many medals And I was so happy to spent
eurrent year. The receiving trip that I have failed to men- 'FOU have won as CHAMPION the night with them. Just a
Had a nice chat with Nell
line was composed of Mrs. tion — and that, of course, was Swimmers.)
quick hello! to Alicia Ander- Martin Bradford and her luncWalter A. Voelpel, chairman of the HAPPIEST part of ALL —
heon guests, Mrs. Goalder JohnWe did SO enjoy our visit son — and I was on my way
the reception committee, W. L. for ME. On our -return we
shan't
the
academy.
I
to
out
Holland, Superintendent of the stopped over in Washington with ALL of you Callahans,
talk at length about the naval
Fulton City Sch ool s, Mrs. and spent the night with some Tom. Wilda, the "kids" and
academy as I will give you a
especially
Wilda's
mother
(who
Fleming, her daughter, Mrs. of
our
FAVORITE
people,
full
report NEXT month after
was
also
a
guest), Mrs. Hall
James H. Isbell of Chevy Wilda and Dr. Thomas Callareturn
from the JUNE WEEK
I
Chase, Maryland, and
Miss han and their three delightful who lives in nearby Washing- festivities there.
Pauline Thompson, newly elect- youngsters, Carol, Skipper and ton, Virginia.
How happy I was to see
ed principal of Terry-Norman Bill. I think I have told you
I left Jo in Washington to DON — It's a funny thing --School.
how fond 1' am of this lovely visit with her dear friend, about MOTHERS — I drove
Mrs. Fleming wore a hand- family. They are actually a
Jeanne Letellier while I drove twelve hundred miles to get
some afternoon dress of deep part of my own family, you
on to the place NEAREST to be with him just ONE afb-ige satin-embroidered
linen know. Thomas is three or four heaven to me — the Naval ternoon. We visited in the
with satin trim designed along years younger than I and he
Academy at Ann- oli, Md. to lovely reception roof in Banrheath lines. She wore three always tells a GOOD story
see my son who is a midship- croft Hall where ALL of the
orchids which were gifts.
about, "Mary Nelle spent hours man there. I ly `ievc that was
Mrs. Charles Noles, president with me ,stepping all over her
one of the most beautiful
LESSON INTERVIEW
of the PTA for the 1957-58 toes (when I was a gay blade)
dives I have even taken.
WITH ARCH BAILEY, C. S.
school year, presided at the trying to teach me to dance — Maryland —
with her rolling
register.
my first countryside, beautiful colonial
and — I smoked
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Members of the hostess com- CIGARETTE in her house with homes — and
LECTURE
SPRINGTIME! I
WRAPPED
mittee were Mrs. Morgan my eyes glued across the road haven't
the words to tell you
W.
F.
U. L. (1270)
Omar, Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. to be sure Mother wasn't on of the
loveliness that was
9:45 Friday
Jerry Jones, Mrs. Jack Carter, her way over to the McDade
EVERYWHERE. The dogwood
Mrs. C. D. Edwards and Mrs. house."
James L. Mullenix.
I might add that I certainly
The refreshment table was am in tbe category of having
draped with a floor length ruf- received "honorable
mention"
fled net cloth over pink. Cen- for PRODUCING such an outHydrangeas, Sultana,
tering the table was a crystal standing GENTLEMAN in the
epergue holding pink rose buds DANCING field. Because you
Geranims, Fuchsia,
and pink candles which was may WELL know that DR.

Diary of Doin's

1
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Cantina
son and Miss Kathryn Smith of
Hickman a day or so ago. The
Hickman ladies were in Fulton
to attend the Annual Flower
Show at the Woman's Club.
Wish that I might have had
time for a longer "visit" with
them — but you. may well
know — your Diarist is the
BUSIEST one!
First in a series of parties
given in honor of Miss Virene
Beard, Martin, Tennessee, bride
elect of Mr. Robert Vann Jennings of Mt. Juliet, Tenn. was
a lovely tea at the Gilson Latt'i
home on Saturday, April 27,
from 3 to 5 p. m. with Mr
Latta and daughter. Ann and
Mrs. Walter Hill as hostesses
For, the occasion the house
was 'beautifully
decorated in
gift bouquets.
The
radiant
honoree
was
lovely in a white net frock
styled with a bouffant skirt
and elongated bodice encrusted
with rhinestones. She wore a
purple
orchid.
Mrs.
Viron
Beard, mother of the bride

wore an attractive model in
champagne lace. Mrs. W. B.
Jennings, mother of the groom,
of Mt Juliet, Tennessee wore
petal pink lace. Mrs. Walter
Hill grandmother of the brideelect was lovely in a heather
blue lace and chiffon dress.
Guests were invited into the
room
by
dining
Mrs. Bill
Beard of Martin Presiding at
the punch bowls were Mrs.
Charles Beard, grandmother of
the bride and an aunt, Mrs.
Fred Orr of Mayfield.. The
table was overlaid with a white
Italian cutwork cloth and was
centered with a five branch
silver candelabra holding white
tapers surrounded with bridal
wreath.

(Continued on page 11)

slow Christian
Science Heals
"Victory Over Recurring Illness"
WFUL (1210 Kt., beistuy 9:13

Gift Hosiery
for

Mother's Day
NYLON HOSE
51 gunge. 15 Denier

79c
SEAMLESS NYLON
Light summer
shades

98c
SUMMER MESH
HOSE
98c
We have a full range
of sizes!

BALDRIDGE'S
5 — 10 — 2k WON

MOTHER'S DAY IS SUNDAY, MAY 12

POT PUNTS

94/4

Mixed Pots

FASHION SHOP

Mother's Day
Suggestions

Especially Welcomed gifts for

Mother's Day

• Jewelry

•Gloves

• Lingers

• Dresses

•Purses

• Blouses

Dresses

Numerous Items

Summer Robes

For

Costume Jewelry

Graduation

CLARICE SHOP
Phone 265

Stocking-and-earring cases
(mary

Howard "originals")

Handbags

Luggage

Handkerchiefs

Jewelry

Lingerie: slips, panties, gowns

FULL CUT

Housewares

2.98
and $3.98

"Holeproof" Hose

300 Main St.

Ladies Nylon

SLIPS

Gloves

Also

UP TO $2.49

BOXED

•Hats

•Hose

98c
A COMPLETE LINE OF MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS

White Handbags (and summer prints)

MAR'

Glassware

GIFT CARDS AND GREETING CARDS
For Mother's Day and Graduation

BALDRIDGE'S
— 5— 10— 25c STORE
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aodel in
W. H.
C groom,
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. Walter
le brideheather
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Irs. Bill
tiding at
.re Mrs.
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late Mr. and Mrs. Jim Page
of Barlow, Ky.
Vows *Ul
be
exchanged
Mrs. J L. Prins Nynds of June 8 in Wesley Methodist
Martin kept the register. Others Church, Oklahoma City, with
serving
were
Mrs. Richard Dr. John Webb officiating.
Jennings and daughter, Jane of
Miss Means is a graduate of
Nashville, Miss Sue Jennings
Northwest Classen High School
of Mt Juliet, Miss Jane Mel- kik lahoma City,
and attended
ton of Memphis and Mrs. Bill Oklahoma A &
M College at
Rainey of Paris, Tennessee. Stillwater, Okla.
Those receiving and serving
were presented lovely corsages
Mr
Moon
was graduated
by their hostesses.
frurn
Classen
High
School,
Over 100 guests from Nash- OKlahuma City, and also atville, Martin and Fulton at- tended Oka-thorns A&M. While
tended the delightful affair.
there he served as Art Editor
of
the
Aggievator, College
Mrs. Harvey Caldwell, Mrs. Humor
Magazine
and
was
Gilson Latta and daughter, An: pledged to Alpha Tau Omega
ne, and Mn. Walter Hill at- social fraternity. He plans to
tended a lovely luncheon at continue his education next
Paris Landing, Kentucky Lake, year at Oklahoma City UniTuesday afternoon at one.
versity.
The luncheon was given in
honor of Miss Virene Beard of
Martin, bride elect of Robert Notebook —
Vann Jennings of Mt. Juliet,
(Continued from Page One)
Tennessee
ing for their return to office
Of widespread social interest or their removal from that offto Fultonians is the announce- ice, I am going to vote that
ment made today by Mr. and way.
Mrs. Richard B. Means of
Oklahonia City, Okla., of the
Under no circumstances am
engagement and
approaching I going to let my heart dictate
marriage of their daughter, to my mind where a public
Sally Janet to James Marshall official
And
concerned.
is
Moon, son of Mr. and Mrs. moreover I don't think that •
Jean. Moon of Fort Smith, Ark. candidate seeking public offand formerly of Fulton. He is ice should permit his personal
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. problems to dictate our destBurch Moon of Fulton and the inies.

DIARY —

Candasted hens Page Fear

NORTH FULTON DRIVE-IN
Located

00

US 45—E 1 1/1

mad* South of Fulton

THURSDAY — FRIDAY MAY 9-10

"SMILEY"
with

Ralph Richardson and Cohn Peterson

"First Run In This Area"
(Plus Cartoon and Short,

BOMBSHELL DRAMA!

Whams.
Rog. itFul

ILLEGAL
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Sunday and Monday May 12 - 13
— Double Feature Program —
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Tuesday and Wednesday, May 14 - 15
— Double Feature Program —
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Crutchfield Club
The following were patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.
Haws
Memorial:
Raymond
French, Mrs. Kamp Williams,
both of Water Valley; Cloyce
Veatch, Crutchfield; J. D. Barber, Martin; Mrs. A. L Moore,
Dukedom; Mrs. Albert Henderson, Mrs. Taylor McKinney,
Karen Taylor, Miss Sara Linton, Mrs. Edward Haman, DuIon Atkins, J. E. Lucy, Mrs.
Wesley Richardson, Mrs. Gordon Wade, Mrs. R. G. Carver
and baby, Walter Guthrie, Mrs.
Ralph Jackson, Mrs. Ida Mosby, Mrs. Cora Roach, Lynn
Mathews, all of Fulton.
Jones Hospital: Mrs. J. D.
Daniels, Un'on City; Mrs. Berner Brarn,, Mrs. Firms Sandhog, both of Fulton; C. 0.
Kelly of Oakton; Mrs. V. M.
Hugha, Water Valley, Miss.;
Mrs. Jim Martin, Fulton; Mrs.
Ruby Linder, Wingo; Edith
Stephenson, Clinton.
Fulton Hospital: Mrs. J. A.
Murchison, Fulton
Route 1;
Mrs. Bill Robertson and baby,
Fulton; Mrs. Hubert Stone,
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. R. V.
Putman, Sr., Fulton; Joe Edd
Garrison, Fulton; Mrs. Robert
Lee and baby, Route 1, Wingo;
Mr. C. W. Burrow, Fulton; Mrs.
Arnie Brown, Crutchfield; Mrs.
C. H. Newman, Union City;
Mrs. Edd Cashon, Dukedom;
Whichis, Fulton;
Mrs. Libby
Mrs. Elwood Snead, Oakton;
Mrs. Luther Pickens, Water
Valley Route 2; Mrs. J. E. Farmer, Water
Valley; Calvin
King, Fulton; Mr. B. B. Stephenson, Fulton; Mrs. A. G.
Campbell, Route 4, Fulton; Mr.
Samuel Lochridge, Route 4,
Dresden; Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulton; Mr. James Ray Campbell,
Daughtery,
Fulton; Mrs. Bill
Fulton; Mrs Ted Clark, Fulton.
In the Nursey Girl, Robertson; Boy, Omar; Boy, Lee

U'TMB At Martin
Gets Big Building

Double Feature — Saturday May 11th
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HOSPITAL NEWS

The "go ahead" signal for
the construction of four new
University of Tennessee buildings was given by tye Executive Committee of Urrs Board
of Trustees, meetinØ at Knoxville.
These building nclude an administration-classroom
building
it the Martin Branch, to cost
around 9800.000, replacing an
iged, obsolete structure that
has been declared a serious
fire hazard In addition to offices, the three-story building
will provide space needed for
^lassrooms in English, social
sciences, education, and busines& administration.

Dr. Woods Addresses
South Fulton Tonight
Dr. Ralph Woods. president
of Murray State College will
speak at the commencement
programs of six high schools
during May and June.
His first address is at South
Fulton High School, South Fulton, Tenn., May 9. Others will
be at Leitchfield High School,
May
18: Cloverport
H igh
School. May
17; Livingston
County High School, May 21;
Meade County High School,
May 23, and Harrisburg Township High School, Harrisburg,
Ill., June 4.

Cooking over their first campfire is part of the special
camping program Easter Seals give west Kentucky crippled children. Special resident camping at Kentucky Lake
last summer gave patients of the West Kentucky Center
for Handicapped Children, Paducah, proper exercise,
therapy, and good food, as well as fun. Camping is part
of the service given to youngsters in this area through
contributions to the Easter Seal campaign.

Mos.

"SHADOW Of EAGLES"

HEAVEN KNOWS
MR. ALLISON

with Richard Green

FIRST SHOWING IN
UNION CITY AREA

SOFT-LITE rubber-base paint
only 34.95 gallon. All popular colors. Exchange Furniture
dempany, Church
Street, Fulton.
CAR SERVICE: overhaul,
brakes, greasink oil changing. wheel balancing on all
makes and models. You'll
like our work. Taylor Chevrolet, Fulton.

THE SUN-DEMOCRAT
Has Made a Change in It's
Agency in

Fulton & Water Valley
If you are missing your paper
please Call 1625-R after 4:30
P. M. and give them your
name and address. They will
contact our agent each day.
Thank you.

THE SUN-DEMOCRAT

'57 DAIRYING PROFITS MAY EXCEED '56,
STATE SURVEY INDICATES IN ITS OUTLOOK
Dairying
in
Profits from
Kentucky in 1957 are expected
to equal — or perhaps slightly.
exceed — those of 1958, the
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station's economics department said this week in its
special outlook letter.
Feed costs this year have
been about the same as last
year; and feed prices this
spring are not expected to
move upward as in 1958. Prospects are for lower feed
prices this fall, too, the letter
noted.
Milk prices are expected to
remain close to last year's
price for the remainder of
1957, the economists think.
In milk production, the letter noted, production per cow
in Kentucky has risen only 12
percent in the last 10 years
compared to 20 percent for the
U. S. This may be due to a
higher proportion of breeds
with less productive capacity
in Kentucky; and presence of
many small herds whose pu:pose primarily is furnishing
milk for the home.
Steady to slight improvement
in prices is forecast for broilers for the next three to four
months. Chick placements, for

DEATHS
Mrs. Daisy Holloway

Mrs. Daisy Holloway died at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Boone
Lawrence
of Wingo,
Rout I. at 3:45 p. m. Monday,
April 29, after a short illnes6
She was 79
She was born in Graves
County, Ky., April 8, 1878. She
was the widow of the late Hardin Holloway, who died in
1941. She was the daughter of
Samuel T. and Deborah Chandler Grace, also residents of
Graves County.
She leaves a son, Dorris Holloway of Sheriadan Lake, Colo.;
five daughters, Mrs. Boone
Fulton — l'nion City Hlway
Lawrence
and
Mrs. Walter
Boxoffice opens 6:46 p. m. Hopkins of
Wingo, Route 1,
with
whom she made her
home, Mrs. Irene Morton of
THUR.-FRI. MAY 9-10
Lawrence, Kans., Mrs. Duy
(Starts 7.30)
Miller, of Flagler, Colo., and
THE VIRGINIAN
Mrs. Mick Bunyard, of Wichita,
With Joel McCrea
Kans.; two brothers, D. T.
(Starts 9:10)
Grace of Wino
and Dorris
PARTNERS
Grace of Los 'Angeles, Calif.;
With Martin and Lewis
four sisters, Mrs. Dellie DorSATURDAY MAY 11
sett of Wingo. Route 1, Mrs.
(Starts 7:30 and 10:50)
Alvin Holloway of Wingo, Mrs.
NAVY WIFE
Mary Russell of St. Louis, and
With Joan Bennett
Mrs. Willis Morrison of Chair(Starts 9:20)
more, Okla.; 14 grandchildren,
THE MAVERICK QUEEN
great-grandchilseveral
and
With Barbara Stanwyck
dren.
She was a member of the
SUN.-MON. MAY 12-13
Little Bethel Missionary Bap(Starts 7:30)
tist Church.
THE NAKED HILLS
The funeral was held at
With David Wayne _
Little Bethel Church. The Rev.
(Starts 8:50)
E. R. Taylor of Hickory. Ky.,
THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY officiated. Burial was in the
With Tyrone Power
church cemetery.
TUES.-WED. MAY 14-15
SEED CROP DOWN
(Starts 7:30)
STAGECOACH TO FURY
The 1958 crop of Kentucky
With Forrest Tucker
blue grass seed has been esti(Starts 8:50)
mated at slightly less than 26
SOLID GOLD CADILLAC
million pounds of cured seed.
With Judy Holliday
,
This is 53 per cent smaller
CIIWING! Thurs. thrn
May 16-17-18-18-20

Crutchfield homemakers met
Tuesday in the home of Mrs.
Neil Little with thirteen members and one visitor, Mrs. Leslie B. Tarver present.
Mrs.
Jack Tarver was co-hostess.
Mrs. Little read the scripture and Mrs. Binford read a
poem "These I've Loved". Mrs.
Little conducted a quiz on currents events and
encouraged
the members to do more reading.
Mrs. Hayford Duke gave a
council
report on
advisory
meeting where it was reported
that next year's lessons would
be on Home Furnishings. The
future lessons promise to be
very interesting.
The club voted to donate five
dollars to the cancer drive.
After a delicious pot
luck
dinner, Mrs. Gerald Binford led
the recreation.
Mrs. Eugene Douglas read
the landscape notes.
Several members plan to at-

tend the district
meeting at
Murray, May 3rd.
May club meeting will be
held with Mrs. Jack Graham

than the 1955 crop.
CLOSE WEDNESDAY
Union City stores which are
membnrs of the Union City Retail Merchants Assn. will be
closed at noon Wednesdays,
May 'through August

one, ale about the same as
last year: thus, by late June,
broiler numbers put on the
market will be about the same
as last year's. Consumer income increases and population
increases will strengthen demand for broilers; and supply
of competing mil'ats is expected
to be shots( the same as last
year's.
The econoinists foresee little
chance of broiler prices in the
next year reaching the high
levels of the first three quarters of 1955. Size of broiler
hatchery supply flocks may
decline some by fall, due to a
10 percent decline in chick
placement for such flocks in
February and March. However,
this may not limit the production of broilers as producers
will tend to cull their flocks
less and a larger percentage
of their eggs will be used to
produce broiler-type chicks.

•

HER FUTURE HCME

Pierce-Harris Club
Has April Meeting

Advertise( a LIFI

The Pierce-Harris Community Club held its April meeting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Faulkner, with 20
members and 10 visitors. The
president called the meeting
to order. The group enjoyed
singing led by Mrs. L D. Allen. Roll call was answered
with
a
yard
improvement.
Project leaders gave their re!sorts. After a delicious lunch,
Miss Cora Livingston gave advise on lawn and shrub improvement.
Mrs. L. D. Allen and Mrs.
M. E. Thorpe were to enter
the dress contest in Union City.
A contest was conducted lalf
Mrs. Hoyt Griffin. The club
adjourned to meet in May with
Mrs. Clara Dedmon.

SPECIAL
for the
MONTH
OF MAY

THE GIFT THAT STAR Ts

Treasures kept in cedar
fragrance—safe
from moths, dust and
dampness.

Madera design an Blood
Oak or Anteracaa Walnut
N.. 7421 $5995

Of • is.-1001 cksig.
NM or ciari! fiaisises.
N634 38

995

T22DOWN DELIVERS

LOIN Ceder Chests
as low as $49.95

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT ST.

PHONE 185

FULTON,KY.

FREE

SPECIAL

WASH JOB

MONTH

for the

OF MAY

with any

Motor Tune I- Up
(at no extra COST!)

•
Taylor Chevrolet
Phones 38 or 39

WE SPECIALIZE in tune-up, overhaul, brake service.
clean-up, grease jobs, oil changes!
OrnEun Bowden — — — John Hibbs — — — Bill Dowdy
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proper disposal qbainnels; inwagon supper, group
chuck
spect all animals presented for
• PLEASANT VIEW Baccalaureate At
singing, a banquet, and a resale before they are released
Mrs. George Elliott • Cayce Is May 12
ception.
for movement from the sale to
Ammo
farm; inspect vehicles used to
The baccalaureate exercise of
Pleasant View will have a
haul diseased livestock to see
Give To Th, Needy
baptismal service next Sunday Cayce High School will be held
that
disinfection
has
taken
est age
afternoon at 2:30 at the camp Sunday night, May 12.
place; etc.
The program will be as folground provided it warms up.
regulations' ly high incidence of brucellosis
sales
Livestock
A system of fees, nominal in
The two candidates are Frances lows:
featuring blood tests at stock- in the state. The proposed con- character in view of the imProcessional, Miss Wilma
Dacus and Sarah Anne Dacus.
brucellosis-infected
ani- trol measures are the most portance of the work and its
find
Shull; invocation, Rev. Guy
Mrs.
Myrtle Schales of Demals may be put in operation necessary step the state has volume has been set up. The
troit is visiting her sister, Mrs. Wilkerson; song, Cayce Glee
taken so far in its energetic State
by June 1
Division
of Livestock
Pearl Harris and other rela- Club, "Hymn of Praise" (LarThat's the word from Com- campaign to eradicate the dis- Sanitation will furnish strain
WI* JIM PRYOR
son).
tives
here.
missioner of Agriculture Ben J. ease among Kentucky livestock. 19 brucellosis vaccine and pay
Arkdaind yam,allmos Emend UMW
Baccalaureate sermon, Rev.
Bro. and Mrs. Wall and fam- Henry
Butler this week.
The new rules are termed for the vaccination of heifer
Webe r, Spencerville
Pasture Renovation
ily were guest Sunday of Mr. Methodist Church, North IndiThe action is being contem- "highly desirable" by Butlef calves four through eight
and Mrs. Alton Simpson.
plated because of the relative- and state livestock leaders.
months of age going hack to
ana Conference; solo, Sandra
We have been talking about
The W. M. U. met in their Bradley, "The Lord's Prayer"
Here's what the contemplat- the farm. Blood testing at the
conservation, cutting costs and regular
ed regulations embody:
Saturday afternoon in by Albert Hay Malotte.
yards will be paid by the sell- the like, now
I think it is a the home of Sara
Every
livestock sales yard er of the animal. Generally, the
Wall. Seven
in the state will have a veter- stockyards will handle the col- good time to start on the re- members were present. A very
novation of old pastures and Inspiring
inarian (with necessary help- lection .( paper work) on such
program was present- FHA t!embers Will
the seeding of new ones. There ed by
ers) on hand on sale days, to fees.
the program chairman,
Meet At Murray
are -Ways of doing the job Magdaline
All types of insurance
take_ blopd samples from liveJackson.
The regulations carry conch cheaper these days.
stock offered for sale. The vets siderable "teeth". For instance,
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyd of
Between
SAVE ! GET our
600-650
Future
The first item on todays list Sedalia
will be hunting brucellosis par- veterinarians will be officers
visited
Mrs.
Maud Homemakers of America
will
will
be
ticularly,
but will also have an of the state, to give them authe pasture renovator. Jones and
Constance Jones attend the twelfth
PACKAGE DEAL
annual FHA
There are several on the mar- Sunday. _
eye out for other infectious thority; stockyards
state meeting at Murray State
must comket now, so j will first talk
disease, such as mastitis, hog ply with rigid
Sunday dinner guest of Mr. College
"Covering everything"
sanitation and
June 4-6
cholera, sheep scab, etc.
about
selection
and
machines
Mrs.
of
to
Charley
Bowen
;were
disinfection regulations; and no
Representing 13,690 FHA
The vets also will check catdo the hest job. In selecting a Mr. and Mrs. "Red" Rogers,
309 East Walnut St.
stockyard may offer for sale
members from 251
Kentucky
tle health certificates; vaccinate
Fulton, Ky.
Phone '408
(unless it is for slaughter) any pasture renovator or grass-land Mrs. Mollie Cantell of Herrin. chapters, 'the delegates will 14animals where necessary; see
animal "that manifects symp- seeder you want to be sure to Illinois, Mrs. Hal Bernam of tend study groups on how to
that diseased stock is placed in
toms of illness in the opinion have a large capacity fertilizer Belnap, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Joe make better and happier homes,
hopper
This will save you Cravens and Terry of McKen- hear
speeches by national FHA
of the veterinarian."
For
•
time in refilling. This may not zie, Mr. end Mrs. Walter Cra- officers,
•
study chapter
proButler said the regulations seem to be a
COMMONWEA
LTH'S
very 'important vens of Gleason
blems, and elect and ,nst.,1'
also specify that before any item, but when yote
can cut
new
&ricers
during the thi
sale may begin, dairy cattle, ;tops during the pa!,
several
day meeting. Recreational a:id
breeding stock (including bulls, hours work may 1?e
gained in Open House At Ft.
social events will include a
cows and heifers) shall be sep- a week. It is common knowCampbell May 19
arated from all other cattle and ledge that speed alone
doesn't
tested for brucellosis — unless finish the job, but
continued
In a letter to the soldiers of
such cattle are accompanied by work will show results. Next.
his command, Major General
proper health certificates.
be sure the machine is flexable T. L. Sherburne, commander
Cattle condemne for having enough to work over rough of the 101st Airborne
Division
brucellosis must be branded as ground and obstructions, with- and Fort Campbell,
this weeic
Do you plan to trade tractors, buy other farm
such and sold for immediate out breakage. The renovator focused
Armed
Forces Day
equipment, buy dairy cows, repair or construct new
slaughter.
Suspects must be should be easily pulled by the 1957. its significance,
and the
Sold for slaughter or returned average farm tractor.
buildings, or make other farm investments? If so,
local participation in this anto the owner's premises under
and you don't have the ready cash, why not visit
With
this
machine
small nual observance
a written quarantine and re- grain may be seeded in the
the "Production Credit Office" in Hickman and ask
Armed Forces Day will be
tested within 30 days.
fall without a seed-bed and observed at Fort Campbell on
John P. Wilson to explain our plans for financing
There are safeguards, how- with very good results. Old Sunday. May 19, with an Open
such
investments. PCA will give you 3 to 5 years to
ever, for the farmer whose cat- pasture reseeding and fertiliza- House.
repay a loan of this type and charge simple interest
tle pass the tests. Such live- tion accomplished to one operonly for the number of days the money is used.
stock may be offered for re- ation with no seed-bed presale in the state k within 30 peration is another feature. one in operation in your area
The Production Credit Association will also loan
days without being retested if Sudan seeding is another move let me know and I will armoney for feed, seed, fertilizer, fuel, and other farm
accompanied by health certi- forward in seeding with the range a demonstration. See you
vaccinated renovator. If your renovator next week. needs including cars and houttehold appliances. "You
Officially
ficates.
cattle under 30 months of age has a large fertilizer box you
can save cash by paying caith." Get the cash you
will not be tested if properly will even spread phosphate or We have complete stocks of
need through a PCA farmer planned loan and save
tattooed or identified with calf- potash and in some cases lime.
time
and money. Credit life insurance is available
certificates.
vaccination
hood
The important point in this is
on all loans.
Veterinarians also can issue the fact that the material is
permits for removal of "reactor placed in the sod or below the
for HOME and FARM
cattle" to a federally-inspected surface so that run-off is alThe "PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION"
packing house or stockyards.
most impossible. Now then you
Machines
B utter said only steers, how important a machine of
206 Clinton_Street
Hickman, Ky.
sprayed heifers. calves of any this nature is to your farming BENNETT ELECTRIC
sex up to eight months of age, operation. Many jobs accompPHONE 2431
FULTON
cattle designated for immedi- lished in one operation.
ate slaughter and so certificatHow much do you save
ed, and cattle assigned to a Well a common grain drill
stockyard will not last long if you try
federally inspected
or slaughter house may move seeding old pastures without a
from
preparation. You
a Kentucky stockyard little
will
without being tested for bruce- save at least two trips over the
llosis. All other classes of cat- field in seeding small grain and
accedited up to three in establishing new
tle (except
from
herds) must have passed a ne- pasture. Now you will not algative test within the lest 30 ways want to use this old
days, or be tested before any pasture. Under some conditions
sale.
the held in question may need
"These regulations are aim- to be plowed because of undeed at moving in rigle away a- sirable weeds.
gainst infectious diseases that
These machines are being
have hurt our livestock pro- used successfully in Illinois and
gram for years," the commis- Kentucky and have been foe
sioner said. "We are one of the five years. If you haven't seen
last states in the south to
adopt such control measures."
He pointed out that surrounding states' and new Federal regulations might make it
impossible for Kentucky cattle
to be moved there and sold unless the contemplated regulations are adopted and carried
out.

KENTUCKY PLANS MAJOR BRUCELLOSIS
CAMPAIGN; WILL AFFECT EVERYBODY

DOMAN
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DEWEY JOHNSON

Cooking is a

ATTENTION FARMERS!I

with a
cool cooking
modern

DAYTON V-BELTS

Range

They geti
'to Market,
'FASTER
- on
DIXIE
GROWING
FEEDS

MIS FORD

E

PICKUP

SOMERSET
Somerset was named for the
Duke of Sorrierset and made
the seat of Pulaski County by
court order in 1801.
FOR THE DUTCHER;
Louisa, seat of Lawrence
County, was named for Louisa,
Dutchess of Cumberland. During the Napoleonic Wars thousands of bear skins were collected along the Big Sandy
and
Kanawaha
Rivers
and
shipped to Europe where they
became
the
headpieces
for
Napoleon's grenadiers.

Remember,
for a stay-clean kitchen
nothing measures up
to electric cooking

Dixie Growing Feeds are
specialized feeds, formulated
to produce more meat, milk and
eggs at less cost . . . more profit!

p.

DIXIE PIG & SOW FEED... a special feed containing 41 the nutrients needed by weanling pigs to 75 lbs.
It's an excellent ration for bred sows, too.

Oet
J. V. Cash Motor Co.
Mayfield Highway
Phone 42

These

DIXIE HOG SUPPLEMENTS • • • Dixie 40% on pasture... Dixie 34% in dry lot. From 75 lbs. to market,..
Dixie Hog Supplements add weight, not waste ... make
you more money.

Extra

You'll breeze through your cooking in more ways
than one! First, your kitchen will stay comfortable

Profit

DIXIE FITTING RATION... perfect for growing

because electric heat goes into the food, not into

Dixie

heifers and bulls. Built around crimped oats, proteins,
minerals ... rich in the sunshine Vitamin D.

the room. And second, automatic controls take
over so you don't even have to stay in the kitchen!

Feeds

You're free for other things with a modern electric
range. Buy now!
• Live letter.,. Electrically

Today

wits

FULL

SAVE TIME

HOUSEPOWER
Pull HOUSEPOWNI provides for mete canvenison?, economical vse cd appliances you now
cown—and those you will odd on the fusi.or•
Wiring Hoot providots Pull HOUSEPOWEI Is on
inv•strriont in better tiring Coll our citCce o ask
your electrician about the Cisalfied HOUSlIPOW011
Om.

SPE
AS
@um Oppfe,

sayl 11011•0

Cidex

KENTUCKY UTILITIES CO.
Illernswassememmimm.

DIXIE PULLET GROWING FEEDS ... contain all
necessary ingredients to give you faster gains, fuller body
development and earlier laying—with above average production. Experts predict a rise in egg prices ... be prepared
and profit with Dixie!

dee=

VINEGAR
TRY SPEAS VINEGAR TODAYI

SAVE MONEY

Our Dixie Mill-on-Wheels will come right on your
farm, grind your grains and mix your poultry and
TangYI Mellow,
MI-Bodied/
Golden-Rich/
AT STORES
EVERYWHERE

livestock feed to tried-and-proven Dixie formulas.
Come in or phone for complete information!

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING uC07
East State Line

Phone 808

•
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Joyce Taylor •
The cold wind we had last
week was hard on any garden
stuff, that was up, and tomatoes that had been set.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
called on the Arthur T. Hicks'
one night last week.
Mrs. Oliver Taylor and Joyce
end Mrs. John Lewis were
guests of Mrs. A. A. McGuire
Friday night.
Mrs. Evaline Yates was hostess at a quilting in her home
Tuesday of last week.
Sunday visitors of Mr. W.
L Rowland and Allie were Mr.
and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of
Lynn Grove, and Ernest Rowland of LaCenter.
Mrs. Almond McGuire was
the guest of her daughter,
Carol Sue and family of Millington over the weekend. Other visitors were
Mrs. Lewis
Jones and mother-in-law, Mrs.
Jones of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House
and Mrs. Evaline Yates visited Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House
and Mrs. Gardner Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Nanney
of the Chapel Hill Community,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Herndon
of Belinda Of Mayfield were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs A. T. Hicks and family.
Mrs. Nolen Williams passed
Tuesday night at her
away
home in Dukedom after 22
months illness. Her husband, a
daughter, and • grandchild survive Funeral and burial were
Thursday p. m. at the Oak
Grove
Church, with Jackson
Bros. in Avast* of funeral arrangements. Our sympathy is
extended to her family.
Sunday dinner guest of Mr
and Mrs. W L Mathews and
Larry were, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Cattsey, Rev. and Mrs. J. W.
Lewis, Mr and Mrs. Roy Emerson, Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Taylor and Joyce, A. A. McGuire
and LaDonna Hicks.

will receive his full payment,
according to Mr. Bard. Each
farmer who signed an agreement agreed to comply with all
acreage allotments established
for his farm. And he also
agreed not to graze or harvest
a crop from the land designated for the Acreage Reserve.
Violation of either of these
provisions will disqualify the
farmer for the payment he
might otherwise have earned.
Vurthermore, grazing or Aarvesting a crop from the designated Acreage Reserve land
makes the farmer subject to a
civil penalty equal to one-half
the payment he would have
earned by qualifying for the
full payment.

Mrs. Jeff liarrisien •
Mrs. L C. Davis visited Mrs.
George Black Tuesday.
Wednesday night guests of
Travis Cox were Shorty Perry,
Douglas Fuller, Glenn Nolen
Howell, Randie Jefferies, and
Donnie Burton.
Mrs. James Black
visited
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
George Black.
The Rev. and Mrs. L. G.
Scott visited
Thursday night
with Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Cox
and family.
Mrs. Charles Wade returned
to her home Sunday in Greenville, Miss., after visiting with
her mother, Mrs. A. L. Cox..
Emma Lou Cox spent Saturday night and Sunday with
Betty Ebert.
Visitors in the George Black
home Sunday, were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Harrison and Linda, Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison and Cathy of Hardin, Ky.,
Emma Lou Cox and Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Harrison.

Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Brockwell, Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. Raymon Brockwell and daughter, June, of
Grand Junction, Tenn., Mr and
Mrs. Ernest Owsley, Miss Madge Casey of Part Huron. Mich.,
Corlas Newman and Hoyt Wilson.
Little Stevie and Phil Brockwell are spending a week with
their parents. Mr and Mrs Joe
Brockwell.

ACREAGE RESERVE AGREEMENTS ARE
LEGALLY BINDING, ASC POINTS OUT

4-H club members enrolled in electric project making
desk lamps, table lamps, trouble lights, hot plates, popcorn poppers with help of Bill Paden of KU field agent.
In picture: John Watts, Gary Williamson, Roy Morrow,
Wa!lace Shankle, Jimmy Shuck, Bill Paden and Jimmy
Clark with some of the things they have made. Other boys
completing project, not in picture, are Jerry House, Joe
Bennett, Carl Arrington, Bob Anderson, Larry Sullivan,
Don French, Billy Grooms, Harold Duke.
__EARTHQUAKE LAKE
Reelfoot Lake. one of
most unusual lakes in the
ion. was created from
Mississippi River during
New
Madrid
earthquake
1811-12.

the
natthe
the
of

REVIVAL HOUSE
One of the earliest true
Greek revival houses in Kentucky is the Orlando Brown
House in Frankfort, built in
1835 by John Brown for his
son.

Acreage Reserve Agreements
Bind egallLy, Says Mr. Bard.
A soil Bank Acreage Reserve
agreement is a legal contract
between the farmer who signed it and the U. S. Government, Mr. Bard, Chairman of
the Fulton Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee reminded farmers recently. Under the agreements,
both parties obligate themselves
to carry out specific prowliiens of the program.
Regulations under which the
program is operated make no
provision for revision or can-

cellation of the Acreage Reserve
agreements after
the
close of the signup for the crop
covered by the agreement, the
Chairman explained. The closing date for signing Acreage
Reserve agreements was March
1 for tobacco and cotton and
March 8 for corn. During the
sign up period, however, farmers were permitted to cancel
agreements or to substitute
new agreements for those previously signed.
OLD SCHOOL
Compliance with his Acreage
Reserve agreement will deterCentre College in Danville
mine whether or not a farmer was chartered in 1819.
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BLACK & WHITE STORE

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

OUR "MERRY MONTH Of MAY"SALE IS IN FULL SWING!
You will find tremendous savings in every department during this big event!

SHOP FOR "MOM" THIS WEEK-END from our huge
selection of Mother's Day gift items. Many have been reduced
especially for this occasion.
i

MAY WHITE SALE
Companion savings on famous Cannon, Dan River, Samson sheets and
pillow cases.

CAYCE SCHOOL
NEWS

The Cayce High Scho ol
Honor Roll for the 5th Six
Weeks is as follows•
7th Grade: Phyllis Campbell,
Carol Jeffress, Donna Carol
Mabry; 8th Grade: Sara Ann
Atwill, Melinda Bizwell, Wayne
Douglas, Betty Fowler. Janet
Fuller, Linda Johnson. Betty
McIntyre, Helen Ruth Dodds.
Elks,
Grade: Patricia
9th
•PIERCE STATION Philip Mayfield, J. C. Neisler,
Ugh Charles Lowe • Bobby Shuif, Marjorie Sons,
Kenny Lane Wade; 10th Grade:
Gwendolyn Barron, Joe DilBro. Moore filled his regular
appointment at Johnsons Grove lon.
11th Grade: Donald Brown,
Sunday morning. Two of his
sons were visitors and they and Jimmy Williams; 12th Grade:
Jones,
Downey. Pat
Bro. Moore did some wonder- Janice
Jeanette Roper.
ful singing.
Mr. and Mrs. James Casey
and sons of Springsfield. Tenn.,
with his
spent the weekend
sister, Mrs. Bill Rogers and
family.
Mrs. Jessie Rainli . of Dyer,
Tenn.. 5pent the weekend with
her daughter, Mrs. Jock Lowe
and family.
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Cooley
and Charles of St. Louis were
visitors in the home of their
parents, Mr and Mrs. George
Cooley recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford
spent
Friday
of
1)% ersLorg
night with Mrs. Alfords mother,
Mrs. Mattie Rogers, who has
been on the sick list.
Mrs. John Smith visited in
Paducah 2 days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem spent
Sunday near Martin with Mr.
Walter
Mrs.
sister,
Stem's
Chopped and family.
Linda
Libby, and
Misses
Rogers and Jane Lowe attended the 4-H Club Rally in Union
City Saturday.

.

New crystal-clear

Cannon
Muslin
Rog.
Sale
Priem
Price

STEE
72x99

LIQUID SHAMPOO

STORE

Muslim
Reg.
Sale
Price
Price

Cannon
Colored
Muslin
Reg.
Sale
Price
Price

$1.99 $1.87 $1.89 $1.67 $2.49 $2.071

81x99

2.19

1.87 1.99 1.67 2.59 2.19

81x108

2.39 2.07 2.19 1.87 2.79 2.29 2.59 2.19

Twin Fitted Bottom 2.29 1.87 1.89 1.67

BALDRIDGE'S
5-1045e

Samson

Daneale
White
Percale
184 Thread
Count
Reg.
Sale
Price
Price

Full Fitted Bottom

2.39

1.99

2.59 2.19

2.49 2.07 2.19 1.87

35c 60c $1.00

Pillow Cases

.53

.43

.49

.37

.69

.59

.59

.49

FORMER FASHION CENTER
Washington, a charming village w ith slow-moving tempo
in Mason county, was once a
"center of fashion and education" and the second largest
town in the State.
HAZARD
Hazard in Perry County, was
named by men who served under Oliver Hazard Perry in the
Battle of Lake Erie.

7 PIECE STATIONARY SUITES
WADE PRICED THESE SUITES
TO SELL THIS WEEK - IN HEAVY DECORATOR FABRICS

2 Ton DeLuxe

Air Conditioner

$299.95

$169.95
9 x 12

20-Inch - - 2 Speed

Linoleum Rugs ' Window Fans

$4.95

$24.00

Portable Electric

Sewing Machine

$59.95

You never touch a finger to HUSH.
It measures out, spreads on, smooths
In right from the applicator case. It's
the creamiest deodorant evergentle, safe for you and fabrics too.
Dries instantly.

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c Store
Fulton

LAKE STREET

FTJLTON, KY.

Arthur Godfrey Deserves a Lot Of Credit For
The Entertainment He Gives America
While tremendous attention is focused these days on the medium of
entertainment, since the appearance of
our own Nancy Adams on the Arthur
Godfrey Show, it is only appropriate
that we take time out to hand out
kudos to that great entertainer, "that
man himself' Arthur Godfrey.
Several times, in our newspapering
we have run across various editors in
the field of radio and television who
have not always been complimentary
about Mr. Godfrey and his modus
operandi. The criticism is understandable. Mr. Godfrey has come a long way
since his disc-jockeying days in Washington, D. C. and in his path towards
success he has given a helping hand
to many a young person, who might
never have known the joy of topflight entertainment had it not been
for this likeable, easy-going, inimitable fellow. In short Mr. Godfrey is
a success in his own right, and as you
well know, one man's success doesn't
always set real well with some folks
who harbor visions of, but never quite
know, success of their own.
Mr. Godfrey is an entertainer of the
first water. His programs of evenings
and in the mornings are designed for
sheer entertainment. The unknown
talent that he selects and brings to
New York to have that "one big
chance" are just plain folks, like you
and us. The whole Nation, and we do
mean everybody, takes a personal delight in joining those people in their
anxieties to win that important Talent
Scout program.
Multiply the pride we feel in Fulton for Nancy by the hundreds, maybe thousands of communities in the
United States, and you too will realize
that Mr. Godfrey's programs are designed for Hometown, U. S. A. It is

Of course Mr. Godfrey's programs
aren't always the tops in entertainment as far as talent goes, but by and
large the show is always delightful,
its always interestinig, and even if
sometimes you don't agree with the
audience in the talent it selects, you've
never been cheated out of entertainment even if you listen only to Mr.
Godfrey's commercials. (Sometimes
we wonder what kind of nerves his
sponsors have . . . but he keeps 'em
and obviously they're pleased.)
Since all of our readers and radio
station listeners have become dyed inthe-wool Godfrey fans now, why not
write to Mr. Arthur (that man himself) Godfrey and give him a little pat
on the back for his wonderful work
in the field of good entertainment and
wish him Godspeed in his work for all
the years to come. Address: Arthur
Godfrey, CBS Television, 485 Madison Avenue, New York.

I Am the Mother of Seven

NEWS
THE FULTON COUNTY
class in Kentucky
Voted "Best All Around" in
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various wsekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880
Fulton, Kentucky
Post Office Box 485

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.04) per year in Fulton,
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879
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for that reason, that in spite of the
criticism he gets from some editors,
he's still and will always be one of
America's all-time favorite radio and
TV personalities.
Compare Mr. Godfrey's personall
directed programs of entertainment
via music, with some of the heavy drama we have the unfortunate privilege
of viewing sometimes. Alfred Hitchcock for instance; that Sunday program of murder, theft and mayhem is
as out of place on Sunday evening as
a prize-fight would be on Sunday
morning during the church service.
City Detective, The Line-Up, Sheriff
of Cochiae, Gun-smoke, Climax, even
Play House 90 sometimes are so gruesome and revolting that we're amazed how our children escape being delinquents.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
By Mary Reed Newland, author of
WE AND OUR CHILDREN
MY HUSBAND and I live in Monson, Mass. Bill works for the state
highway department and I do some
writing. But these are secondary jobsour big job is to be Christian parents.
We have seven children: Monica,
Jamie, John, Peter, Stephen Philip
and Christopher. We want them all
to be spiritual-minded Christians conscious of their destiny as children of
God and heirs of heaven.
ONE WAY we try to do this is to
impress on them that they can find
God in everything. For example, they
can find God in the outdoors. Nature
teaches children profound lessons about God. In nature they discover the
sirns of His genius and love displayed to serve and delight them.
I am amazed at the understanding
the children show. One, day one of
them said, picking stones from a
brook, "See the stones God washed
for me." Country life is rich in such
lessons. But lessons are found in the
city too — at the park, by the river,
in the sky, at the beach, on the window ledge.
AT HOME I find a lot of ways I can
teach children about God. For example, blessing- the bread before
baking completes a work that both
feeds and teaches. The children learn
what Christ meant when He said,
"You are the leaven." As the yeast
lifts and makes the dough alive with
its own life, so Christians must lift
society with their love and servke and
make it alive with the Christ-life in
them.
Teaching the children to pray is my
greatest joy. With help, even very
little children can learn to include in
their prayers all fear kinds of prayer:
contrition, petition,- praise, and thanksgiving. ChristophZis three:and likes
to he helped to be sorry for-bis naughtiness, to ask for favors for those he
loves, and to express his love for the
,"Holy Trinity living in my soul." His
"thank gong" could go on all night.
He especially likes to pray for the

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Communists "so they'll love God."
AND AFTER that comes the bedtime blessing. It is beautiful to see
how important such a blessing becomes
to a child. Even on evenings when
things have not exactly been harmonious, each will come into my study
where I write and ask, "will you please
give me your blessing?"
There are various ways of blessing.
Mainly it is by saying, "God bless you,
my child, in the Name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost,"
adding perhaps some wish for them
like, "May you have a sweet sleep"
or "a happy day tomorrow."
These are some of the things we do
to solve the problem of raising children as Christians in a materialistic world. We have found that Christian family living can be fun.
FASHION
Custom, education, and fashion
form the transient standards of mortals.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Fashion is a word which knaves and
fools may use to excuse their knavery
and folly.
—Churchill
Every generation laughs at the old
fashion, but follows religiously the
new.
—Thoreau
The way of the world is to make
laws, but follow customs.
—Montaigne
Be not so bigoted to any custom as
to worship it at the expense of truth.
—Zimmerman
Fashion is something barbarous, for
it produces innovation without reason
and imitation without benefit.
—George Santayana
SOLITUDE
One hour of thoughtful solitude may
nerve the heart for days of conflict.
—James G. Percival
We must re-learn to be alone.
—Anne Morrow Lindbergh
Rushing around smartly is no proof
of accomplishing much.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Converse with men makes sharp the
glittering wit, but God to man cloth
speak in solitude.
A wise man is never leas alone than
when he is alone.
—Jonathan Swift
T never found the companion that
was so companionable as solitude.
—Thoreau

dug up a rusty revolver that
he claimed to have buried. HIM
story fitted history exactly.
And now, just any of these
days, we expect Adolph Hitler
to turn up, hale and hearty,
after 13 years in hiding. Just
wait and see!
How a woman sometimes behaves, as observed by Robert
Sylvester, New
York
Daily
News columnist: 'Tells the taxi
where to stop, opens a handbag, takes out a pocketbook,
closes the handbag, opens the

pocketbook, takes out a change
purse, (doses the pocketbook,
opens the change purse, closes
the change purse and hands
the cab driver a $20
Opens the change purse, puts
in her change, closes the change
purse, opens th. pocketbook,
puts in the change purse, closes
the pocketbook, opens the handbag, puts in the pocketbook,
closes the handbag, looks at
the people waiting for the cab,
has a new idea and give the
hack driver a new address two
blocks down the street.'

6:4
6:5
7:0
7:4
8:0

passing of Mrs. Charley Goodgine. The Goodgine family reMrs. L. T. Caldwell • sided in this vicinity for a
number of years and we exMr. Ray Ferguson of Mem- tend our sympathy to the
phis spent the week-end with family in the
loss of their
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jor- mother.
dan Ferguson and family. •
Mrs. Bertis Levister of MarMrs. Effie Sharpe of Fulton tin spent last Wednesday with
recently
visited her brother, here sister, Mrs. R. H. Moss,
Mr. Sam Welch and wife.
Jr. and Mrs. L T. Caldwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight A.
We also extend our sympathy
Drumm of Paris, Tenn. and to the family of Mrs. Valvie
son, Melvin of Sweetwater, Fuller who passed away last
Texas, visited her mother, Mrs. week. Her son, William and
L. T. Caldwell and family, also family reside in our village.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill and
Mr. J. M. Parrish is visiting
daughter last week.
her son, Thad Parrish and
In listing the graduates from family.
this vicinity from the South
Fulton
High
School,
Billy
PARK OF BRIDGES
Meacharn's name was inadvertThe unusual phenomena if
ently ornited. Apologies, Billy,
for we are all equally proud of 12 large natural bridges and
you and wish for you all the numerous others of smaller
good things for a successful dimensiont- are a distinctive
future.
feature pf Cumberland Natural
Our community was again Forest, the area surrounding
saddened last week in the Natural Bridge State Park.

•McCONNELL NEWS

need air raid drills bere-1 can empty the,
building in two minutes by yelling '5 o'clock'!"

"We don't

FRON THE FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE(LOCK —

co.

NelleellMe‘

July 2, 1937
The recently organized Sixteen Club at Fulton met Thursday night with Mrs. A. B. Roberts at her home on Jackson
Street.
Informal
entertainment was
enjoyed throughout the evening and the following won
prizes in various contests; Mrs.
Everett Jolly and Mrs. Bob
Harris.
The hostess served a delectable salad plate to three visitors, Mesdames Rupert Stilley,
E. P. Dawes, and Jesse Jordan;
and these club members; Mesdames Buren Rogers, Elvis Myrick, Everett Jolley, Paul Turbeville, Clifton Linton, Bob
Harris, and A. W. Mullins.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Lowe
spent a few days last week
in St. 'Louis shopping for fall
merchandise.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0 Lewis and
Jane,
last
spent
daughter,
week-end at Camp Pakentuck
near Paducah. They were accompanied home by Jimmie
who has spent the past several
days there.
Officials of the Illinois Central System, and the Fruit Dispatch Company and the Standard Fruit and Ste2mship Company held a meeting here Monday for the purpose of discussing plans for proposed improvements at the new yards

to facilitate handling of bananas being shipped through Fulton. Shipments
of
bananas
through the terminal have increased until better equipment
and more tracks are needed, it
was pointed out during the
meeting.
A survey of the tracks and
the banana
yard equipment
was made and various phases
of the matter taken, but plans
will be further considered. Representing the railroad .were:
F. W. Law. east, to vice-president, Chicago; E. P. McPike,
manager perishable freight agent, Memphis; T. J. Quigley,
general supt., Paducah; C. M.
Chumle y, district engineer,
New Orleans; T. H. Robertson,
assistant engineer, Paducah; C.
J. Carney, division engineer,
Paducah: H. W Williams.
D. T.
trainmaster, Fulton;
Crocker, supervisor, Dyersburg.
Standard
the
Representing
Fruit and Steamship Company
were: T. R. Moorman. sales
Frederick
manager. Chicago;
Ruh, Fulton messenger.
represented
officia Is
These
the Fruit Dispatch Company
G. E. Dexter, head of research
department, New Orleans; D.
A. Pepperdeen of New Orleans;
P. D. Fisher, assistant to traffic manager, New York; W. J.
Smith. traveler inspector, New
Orleans; G. Kelley, general
manager, New York; J. E.
Wahlbridge, resident messenger.

B-I-G DOUBLE
FEATURE PROGRAM ,
NOW THRU SAT.
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SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

Adventure
high as

the peaks
'that ripped
the skies
apart!

J45
INE pvirk.SacDP0E can by et 1.1131
luau mins AU "I evi NkROLD IAMB SMITH • IAMB LEICESTEN
\V*

Mare IT

Ken tuck y

Windage

Plus - NEWS - HENRY BUSSE & ORCH. &
LUCKY DOG - (Cinemascope Cartoon) I!
t
i

to let me sell him.
Thought for a sunny mornHot . or cold — but hake
ing
warm, never!
"The world is so full of a
number of things ...I'm sure
we should an be RR happy as
If Jo and Nancy will hurry
Kings"... first words of a litdown to the Big Springs, (Tex)
tle song I recall having sung *area this week-end, they can
see themselves on the Godfrey
as a pupil in grade school.
Every once in a while, when TV program. Understand from
writer thz.t the "Talent
a
I feel well rested, have my
Scouts" show runs three weeks
work in reasonable shape, and
the morning air is invigorating. late down there and the program which was filmed as well
the little verse comes flitting
as live, will be getting around
back through memory to help
to the April 22 'live" show on
the day's enjoyment.
May 13, in that area. How aIn defense of the fisherman: bout that!
Three fourths, of the earth's
There seems to be somewhat
surface is water; one-foueh
land. Isn't that reason enough of a tempset in a teapot in
for man to spend thrice as the high historical circles of
Missouri and Kentucky these
much time fishing as tilling
days,
all on account of a disthe land?
pute as to where Daniel Boone
is burled. In Missouri they say
If all of us could get the
Idea of how valuable Is the that Boone's grave was unmarked and when in 1845,
positive and constructive sttitude and how valueless the Kentuckians arrived to move
negative, I am inclined to be- the remains to Frankfort, they
moved the wrong grave. Mislieve that the world could
move ahead with less waste of sourians point out that for 16
years following Boone's death,
energy.
the grave went without any
If you like a thing, say so.
marker at all, and when a
It you don't like a thing, say
tombstone was finally providso.
Try not to say, 'Well, I don't ed, it was placed on the wrong
grave.
know. Maybe It's all right.'
Reminds us of the time, back
Some people can keep a
salesman dangling in the air In the '30's, when a whiskered,
wrinkled old fellow stalked
for years, shnply because they
are so indefinite in their state- Into St. Joseph, Missouri and
ments that the salesman does proclaimed thil he was Jesse
not know whether they are James ...and that the grave of
prospects or not. I would
the famous outlaw was that of
rather be thrown out of an
another man. • To prove his
office on my first call than to
point to a credulous group, he
spend three years calling on a
went back to the old James
man who never got cold enough
house, counted out so many
to let me quit nor hot enough paces from an old tree, and
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SAVE UP TO 25%
ON YOUR ELECTRIC BILL
be sure...get true 1-HP
multi-rowr

MI!

•11

DAVI
them
givim
that
time.
For
Semi•
DAVI
avaih
MISOCIE

FEDDERS

^

1-3IP AIR CONDITIOKER
WITH C.O•P COMPRESSOR
CHINS ON 115-VOLT ELECTRICITY

no costly

yc

It
"
230re-wiring

sp

for a limited time only

$199.50

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
35 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 4011

to.

easy payments

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389
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change
tbook,
closes
hands
bill ...
, puts
change
tbook,
closes
handtbook.
ks at
e cab,
e the
two

KFIfS _ CHANNEL 12
May 9 — May 16
ilhorsday
6:45 Morning News
6:55 Toasty's Weather
7:00 Captain Kanagroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 e....arry Moore &bow

Goodly refor a
e exthe
their
Marwith
Moss,
well.
pathy
Valvie
y last
and
ge•
isiting
and

7:00
7.30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
12t00

kjust
one

Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Sky King
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Sheena Queen of the
Jungle
Waterfront
Playhouse •-•90
Highway Patrol
Shower of Stars
The Silent Service
Bowling Time
News St Weather
Friday
Morning News

6:45

•111411

na
s and
slier
inctieg
atural
nding
rk.

8:30
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1.30
2:Q0
215
2.30
3:00
3:45
4:15
5:30
6:00
6.05
6:15
6.30

Yoe can paint and
live in a dream room
with

ANOMMININOL.
NORTH FULTON
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
TO-MITE (Thurs.)
8.30
NAUGHTY NEW ORLEANS
7:30 — 9•45
"CUBAN PETE"

Sifoa
Aftgir

F1IDAY & SATI'RDAY
2 SMASH HITS
7 15 — 1015

WW OS LUX. LAT1X WALL PAWa

$

19
0.1.

"APACHE WOMAN"
in color -- Joan Taylor

(D•••T•4•••
14.49 01•14

------------- PLUS

• GOes on over any interior
surface
• F.eay to apply with bamboo
Roller-Koater*
• Gallon doe, walls of as
average MOM
• Dries within an hour
• Guaranteed washable
• Wide rang. of luvoly colors

at 8:45 only
"THEY WERE
$O YOUNG"
- Scott Brady
SUNDAY & MONDAY
The original uncut & uncensored FILM.

EXCHANGE RIM.(0
Phone 36

Church

St.

"I AM A FUGMVE
FROM A CHAIN GANG"
at 7:15 & 9:15
Starring Paul Muni

NIII111111111111•1111111'

Whitnel Funeral Home
offers

1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit.all
financial circumstances
2. Full Credit on Tenn.13urial Policies.
408 EDDINGS ST.

TELEPHONE 88

6.55
7:00
7:45
8:00
9:30
10:1)0
1015
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
11:30
12:00
12:30
1245
1:00
1:30
2.00
2;15
2:30
3:00
3:45
4:30
5:30
5:40
5:50
6.00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
930
10:00
10:30
11:00

Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Morning News
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brocrks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Oorral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
. Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
Mr. Adams St Eve
Federal Men
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr, Hudson's Journal
Jim Bowie
News & Weather

5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:30

Hartoons
Looney 'Ames
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
I Love Lucy
December aide
Burns St Allen
Talent Scouts
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

•.
.•
DAVCO. Semi Gran Fertilisers pay for
themeelves over and over again by
giving high-yielding, top-quality crops
that mean extra profits at harvest
time.
For more profit per sere use DAVCO
Semi-Gras Fertilisers.
DAVCO Seal Gran Fertilisers are
available 111.1/ In a wide variety of
money -making grades.

NOTICE

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

ANNOUNCING

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME,INC.

FREE
PRIZES
• DURING OUR

410.1.1111M1111r

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:

SPECIAL

DURING MAY

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
In Mayfield & Murray

spraying campaign that will be waged in Ful-

SHETLAND PONY

"THE SPIRIT OF
ST. LOUIS"

IN THE CITY OF FULTON

must be done in order to provide 100% mosquito control during the intensive mosquito-

31st Anniversary Sale
GRAND PRIZE:

TO-PROPERTY OWNERS

Please keep the weeds and grass cut around
your premises and on your vacant lots. Such

DEATHS

-

headquarters for Graduation and
Mothers Day gifts in western Kentucky.
Bulova-Gruen-Hamilton-Benrus-Longines
Wittnauer and Elgin Watches.
are

Your complete cooperation is urged: it is

Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And

HOG FEEDERS

Register. Something Free Every Week

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW 3 THE TIME TO BUY.

Gorham-Wallace-Towle-Lunt-International
and Heirloom Sterling

Soybeans, Seed Corn, Fertilizer, Insecticides. We
carry most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We

Beautiful gifts of jewelry for every
occasion

absolutely necessary.
MAYOR AND COUNCIL

ET

City of Fulton
-

MOSEY'S JEWELERS
Mayfield and Murray
Western Kentucky's leading Jewelers for
over 43 years.

6 Country Hams

ON

ton this year.
te
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Milton Goodgine of Union City
NOVA& CONTEST
and John Houston Goodgine of
When the site was selected
Detroit; one sister, Mrs. Will
Mrs. Sally Goodgine Goodgine of Franklin, and one for the Bath County seat in
brother, Charles Hawks, also 1811, Ihe land was owned ,bY
Funeral services for
Mrs. of Franklin, and a number of Richard Menifee and Col. TheSally Etta Goodgine were con- grandchildren and great grand- mas Dye Owings, each of
whom wished to bestow his
ducted Saturday morning, May children.
name on the new town. It was
4, at 10:30 o'clock at the Paul
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel by
decided to name the village
Mrs. Willie Fuller
for the man who erected the
Brother Hoyt Barnett, Church
finest residence in the shortof Christ minister of McConMrs. Willie 'Fuller passed a- est time. The honor went to
nell. Interment followed at the
way
at
4:45 Wednesday morn- Owings and the town
Mt. Moriah Cemetery in the
became
ing, May 1, at the Jones Hos- Owingsville.
Fulgham vicinity.
Tuesday
pital
short
illness.
after
a
Mrs. Goodgine had been liyShe was born July 16, 1885 Mrs. Violet Johnson of Chelsa,
ing with her daughter, Mrs
6:45 Morning News
Weakley
County, Tenn.. Mich., and formerly of FulClint Cornwell and family of in
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kentaro°
Detroit for the past several daughter of the late Mr. and ton, and of Mrs. Allie Q. Moss
Mrs. John Osborne. She united of Fulton.
7:45 Morning Ne‘.'s
months. Her • husband, Charlie
with the Methodist Church earMr. Quisenberry is an uncle
8:00 Garry Moore Show
Goodgine,
her ........(a
preceded
ly in life, and at the time of of R. Q. Moss and Mrs. Clyde
8:30 Godfrey Time
death earlier this year
death held membership at the Fields of this city ,and of Mrs.
9:00 Home & Market
Mrs. Goodgine passed away
Ricevills Methodist Churc h. Paul Fite of Chelsa, Mich.
915 Godfrey Time
in her sleep at approximately
Married Valvie Fuller in 1913
9:30 Strike It Rich
6:00 a. m., Wednesday, May 1st.
who preceded her in death
10:00 Valiant Lady
Mrs. Goodgine's life was one
June 15, 1932. To this union 3
10:15 Love of Life-filled with self-sacrifice and.
children was born, in which
service for others, painstaking
10:30 Search For Tomorrim
two survives.
10:45 Guiding Light
devotion to her -husband, chilFuneral services were held
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
dren and friends. She never Thursday afternoon, May 2, at
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
learned to live by the hands of at 2:30 at the Riceville Metho11:30 As The World Turns
clock, but she measured her dist Church. The services were
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
moments by the most urgent conducted by Rev. J. F. McChairs
Your
Music
12:30 This Is
needs, finding time to solace Minn. Burial was in the Hatler
12:45 °House Party
one who grieved bringing blos- Cemetery in Weakley County,
1:00 The Big Payoff
Foms and words of cheer to Tenn.,
Gliders
with
Hornbeaks
in
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
the sick, reaching to help a charge of the arrangements.
Brighter Day
2:00
fallen one whose feet had
She is survived by two sons,
faturday
Tables
2:15 Secret Storm
stumbled along the way. She James and William Fuller of
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
2:30 Edge of Night
knew "the true meaning of Fulton, and six grandchildren.
* * *
830 Looking For Knowledge 3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
sharing." Pain and suffering,
9:00 Susan's Show
Easy Terms;
3:45 Cartoon Capers
tribulations contrials
and
Otis Quisenberry
9:30 Fury_
4:00 Cowboy Corral
fronted her on many occasions,
,Immediate Delivery
10:00 Big Top
5:00 Superman
however, her abiding faith and
Word was received May ,5,
1100 Wettern Roundup
5:30 Hartoons
trust in God enabled her to of the death of Otis Quisen1215 Dizzy Dean Show
5:40 Looney Tunes
meet the hindrances that ob- berry of Wichita, Kans.
12:25 Game of the Week
5-50 Bunny Funnies
structed her way. She was a
Mr. Quisenberry was a re(Redlegs vs. Giants)
6:00 The Scoreboard
devoted wife, a loving and un- tired railroad operator and had
3:00 Kentucky Derby
6:05 Watching The Weather derstanding mother and
al- been suffering from a heart
FURNITURE CO.
330 Bowling Time
6:15 Douglas Edwards
ways a thoughtful and consid- ailment for years, but his death
430 Life of Riley
6.30 Name That Tune
erate neighbor and friend.
was unexpected. He was 77
5:00 Annie Oakley
7:00 Phil Silvers
207 CHURCH ST.
She became a member of the years of age He will be re5:30 Hollywood Matinee
7:30 Red Skelton
Church of Christ at an early membered by many who knew6.30 Soldiers of Fortune
8:00 $64,000 Question
PHONE 35
age of life and remained e him when he lied at Water
7:00 Oh, Susanna
8:30 Spike Jones Show
loyal member all the years of Valley. He is the brother of
7:30 Hey Jeannie
9:00 To Tell The Truth
her life. Due to the illness of
8:00 • Jackie Gleason
9:30 Private Secretary
her husband in the recent
9:00 Gunsmoke
10:00 Star Showcase
years, she was not permitted to
930 Two For The Money
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
attend regularly.
1000 Lawrence Welk Show
11:30 News & Weather
Mrs. Goodgine, the former
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
ADDITIONAL NEW EQUIPMENT
Sally Etta Hawks, was born at
Wednesday
Franklin, Tennessee in 1844.
Sunday
Again we take pleasure in announcing to the people of
6:45 Morning News
She was married to Charlie
Fulton, south Fulton, and surrounding communities, that we
8:00 Lamp Unto ely Feet
6:55 Today's Weather
Goodgine in 1905. She and her
have secured and put into service a new AMBLEWAGON.
8..30 Look Up and Live
700 Captain Kangaroo
late husband resided in the
This modern AMBULANCE has factory built-in air condi9:00 U. N. In Action
7:45 Morning News
McConnell community for
tioning,
which provides a cool means of transporting a pati9:30 Camera Three 8:00 Garry Moore Show
many years.
ent for any trip, regardless of the outside temperature.
Let's Take A Trip
10:00
8:30 Morning Meditation
by her
She is survived
It also, has a two-level cot which will elevate up to hos10:30 Man To Man
845 Godfrey Time
pital bed level; thus enableing us to handle the patient
Alphus
daughters, Mesdames
10:48 The Living Word
9430 Strike It Rich
with more ease and comfort.
Tucker of near Sharon, TenWe do not believe you will find in a community of our
1100 Heckle & Jeckle
10:00 Valiant Lady
nessee, Clint Cornwell, Frank
size, a Funeral Home so well equipped, or personnel so
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
10:15 Love of Life
Ray and Mary Louise Lewis,
highly tra,ined and skilled in their work, as you will find
1200 What 1 Person Can Do 10:30 Search For Tomorrow
all of Detroit; two sons, Henry
at the,
1230 Hollywood Matinee
10:45 Guiding Light
1:30 The Last Word
11:00 Walter Cronkfte News
8:00 20th Century Fox
2:00 Face The Nation
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
2:30 World News Roundup
11:30 As The World Turns
10:00 Mr. District Attorney
300 This Is The Life
12:00 Our Miss Brooks
Phone 7
,
302 Carr Street
10:30 Treasure Hunt
3:30 This Is Your Music
Fulton, Kentucky
12:30 This Is Your Music
Weather
&
11:00
News
•
Odyssey
-00
4
12:45 House Party
500 Frontier
1700 The Big Payoff
5:30 You Are There
130 Bob Crosby Show
6:00 Stage Seven
2:00 Brighter Day
6:30 Jack Benny
2:15 Secret Storm
7:00 G. E. Theatre
2:30 Edge of Night
7:30 Hitchcock Presents
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
800 $64,000 Challenge
3:45 Cartoon Capers
8730 My Little Margie
4:15 Cowboy Corral
9:00 Ed Sullivan
5:30 Cisco Kid
1000 Captain David Grief
6:00 The Scoreboard
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
6:05 Watching The Weather
1130 News & Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
6:30 Giant Step
Monday
7:00 The Millionaire
7t30 I've Got A Secret
6.45 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Garry Moore Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
THEATRE — UNION CITY
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
7—BIG NITES
10 30 Search For Tomorrow
FRIDAY THRU THURS.
Light
Guiding
10:45
May le — 16
11:00 Walter Cronkite News
'JAMES STEWART
11:10 Stand Up Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
1200 Our Miss Brooks
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby Show
In color & c'scope
2:00 Brighter Day
Features at 6:45 & 9.10
2:15 Secret Storm
Plue Sat. St Sun.
2:30 Edge of Night
MATINEES
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
4 Registered Bacon Type Duroc Gilts"
ASK ABOUT OUR
ADM. — SOc & Ube
3:45 Cartoon Capers
4:00 Cowboy Corral
24 Baskets of Groceries
5:00 Wild Bill Hickok

Amommimak
WALDRON

IMI

.1
Ammamin•

reserve the right to

limit quantities.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
PHONES:602-603

FREE DELIVERY AND PARICLNG LOT

/0
Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
CLASSIFIED ADS

KRANICH AND BACH
IVERS & POND
OLLL KINDS OF Kan me.
while you wait. ForrasMee E&W & TOM SAWYER
CABLE
Shoe Shop, 30I

BARGAINS Washing machines,
new or used, at bargain
prices; good Perfection oil
stoves $32.50; 9x12 rugs $4.95;
one marble top coffee table
$7.50; good used Story and
Clark piano $37.50 at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112
Main Street; phone 478
BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

1

Special Purchase I

Boys short sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.00
Sizes 6-18; fancy patterns;
"assorted colors.

LEADER STORE

New and used pianos
Thomas Organs

CARD OF ilLANKS
Our heartfelt thanks to all
who were. a kind and thoughtful to us during our bereavement. Your cards, flowers and
messages were sincerely appreciated and are gratefully
acknowledged.

JONES PIANOS
(Mrs. Guy Jones)
1000 E. Main Street
Union City, Tenn.
Phone 911
WANTED at once: Young man
with some old money to
make deposit on used car.
Atkins Motor Sales.

J R. Nethery
and children
You're always welcome
at

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE

HAVE YOU shopped at our
Lake St.- Fulton
Mayfield Hiway
Fulton
SPECIAL. Gas stoves, $22.50 to
large display room for your
$37.50;
apartment-size elecplumbing
needs? See our
tric ranges $34.95 at Wade's
huge stocks of kitchen and LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnmowers, all sizes, $64.50 and
Cold Wines, cold beer
newest
fixtures;
Used Furniture Store. Trade
bathroom
up. Burnette Tractor Co. 4th
All popular brands of
with
Wade and Save. 112
styles, colors; prices to fit
St. Fulton.
whiskies, gins, etc.
your pocketbook. Open anyMain Street; phone 478.
time, day or night at 909
Arch Street. "We carry parts NOW is .the time to get your ARTHUR Fulmer clear plastic
Typewriter and Adding MacCampbell's
seat covers. Regular $24.95
materials".
and
PETE'S GARAGE
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Guaranteed
Special
$20.95.
Shop, Telephone
Plumbing
Peeples, Service Manager of
for life of car. Western Auto U. S. 51 North
1037R.
Fulton, Ky.
The Harvey Caldwell ComStore, Lake Street, Fulton.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- WANTED! Special Students Across From Zippy Cafe
NEW
fitters, Phone 674. College
School and
High
24-HOUR 'WRECKER AND
Drop-Outs! To help you prefurnishings: living room
SUMMER COTTONS HOME
pare for a brighter and more
GARAGE SERVICE
suites at real bargains; platsuccessful future we offer
form rockers from $8.95 to
JUNK YARD
for skirts,
special courses with indivi$13.95; Sylcon mattress, redual instruction. Good preblouses, dresses
gular $69.50 for only $44.50
USED CARS AND PARTS
paration is vital to success!
and play clothes
at Wade's Used Furniture
Bruce Business InContact
Phones:
with
Wade
and
cloth
and
Store.
Trade
terry
- featuring
Street,
Poplar
titute,
308
Garage 9134; Home 1795
Save. 112 Main Street; phone
striped denim.
Martin. Tel. 6415.
478.
FOR THE BEST Deal Cm Office
LAWN Mowers-used, push type.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker. World's Finest Quality
A-1 condition $6 to $14. Pow"Quality fabrics for
See James 0. Butts at The
er mowers, rotary or reel.
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
every occasion"
Zenith T V
Western Auto, Fulton.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities
old equipment.
Service on Fourth Street and
Maynard's Cities Service on WOULD LIKE JOB on farm:
Fulton Fabric Shop
Martin Highway!
can milk cows, operate tracCommercial Avenue
tor, etc. Age 60, single, ex- ROPER'S TV SERVICE
perienced. If necessary, could
BEAUTIFUL peonies in bloom,
BE INDEPENDENT
take part of crop. Drury
Main St.
Phone 307
90c a dozen now at Elwyn
Alexander, Earle Hotel, FulCoffman farm on East State Own NEW CIGARETTE MACton.
Authorized Zenith Dealer
Line Road. You may also HINES. BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
place your order for bulbs
prices on our New
or fall planting by calling Write for
MOHAWK CARPET
Six, Nine, or Twelve column
WARD'S
1125-W-1.
,machines in choice of Four difWALL-TO-WALL
SPECIAL prices on closeout ferent colors. Establish yourOR ROOM SIZE
MUSIC SHOP
lots of Flat Enamel and self Full or Part-time.
Medium gloss paints. Seven Assistance given in establishing
your job!
estimate
to
Call
us
colors. Exchange Furniture yourself in this field.
RCA and Magnavox
We also install linoleum, aspCompany, Church Street, Ful- Write:
halt tile, rubber tile and plastic
ton.
tile.
TV and Hi-Fi
J W Wilson
WE HAVE
Dept.
Cigarette
FULTON HARDWARE Phone 1555
'Union City
RCA WHIRLPOOL
201 Broadway
COMBINATION WASHER
and Furniture Company
(Complete stock)
AND DRYER
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Phone 1
208 Lake Street
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
Good selection of records
AIR CONDITIONERS
on LP and 45 rpm
POSITION AVAILABLE at WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
once - Place: behind wheel
lengths, widths. Forrester's Mail orders-Special orders
TRADE• NOW
of slick used car. Time: Now!
Shoe Shop.
FOR RENT: 5 room apt. all
Atkins Motor Sales.
H&M
private. Vacant the 1st of
WILLS MILL= est Isiestry
June. Phone 1722 after 6
FARM LOANS: Long term, and homes Modern *Opo'clock.
low interest rates on real
ment, experienced workman
TELEVISION
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
Write or call Watson Ca.
Phone 261, Fulton. E.
61, Fulton.
Fulton
FOR SALE. 1954 Dodge Pick400 Main Street
up truck. With new stake
bed. Clean and ready to go.
See at Airlene Gas Company
office. 301 Main St.

Give "Her" Claussner !

SUNDAY IS MOTHER'S DAY
15 Denier, 51 gauge
$1.15

GIFT Headquarters
for
Graduation
Mother's Day

-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
-All Engines Repaired
-Authorized Clinton Service
-Clinton Engines and Parts
-Factory Trained Mechanics
-Prompt Efficient Service
-All Work Guarteed
-Also Electric Motors
-Wiring, Refrigeration,
Appliance, Repair.
-Free Engine Examination

WOOD &

pRurrr TV

Main St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
S.1les and Service

JUST ARRIVED !
WALLPAPERS!
•
•

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

FURNITURE COMPANY

EXCHANGE
Church St.

Bring

your repair

jobs to

WEBB'S

NEW 1957

Over 400 patterns in stock.
Also see our special order
books!
_

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To provide working capital,
long
term.
interest,
low
Charlie Stephenson, Phone
151, Fulton.
MA'YTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $139 96
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201

Fulton

Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
108 McDowell Street
next to Pierre-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 845

-Insurance-

Farm

List your
and town Property
with the

FULTON ZEAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR sin!.1
JOS

Main St.

Phone I

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on

Our 3-PAY PLAN
44% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% In
MONTHS
No Interest N. carrying
Aeries
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL U - ISO

Wick Smith Agency

The Whitnel Funeral Horne
offers:
•• A completely redecorated home of dignity and homelike atmosphere.
•• Three ambulances for your protection and service. A
new station-wagon ambulance has been in service for several months. When yon need ambulance service, call or
ASK YOUR doctor to CALL U.
•• Funeral services in all prier ranges to fit all financial
circumstances. We guarantee that you will not find MOM
reasonable services anywhere . We invite you to compere
our price with any funeral home .. that is the way to get
the truth about prices!
•• lrul credit on Tennessee burial policies for your convenience, when you want us to serve you.
•• Courteous, dependable and outstanding service. We are
confident that you will not find better service
Give us the opportunity to demonstrate and provea
an :
r Ie
l
eir
best coats no more!
• Teeeplises St

• 4411 Kellam St.

• Felten Ky.

"Oh,boy! 3649 more ni•g•W
like thi4 "

OPENING FOR
Representative
In Fulton County

15 Denier, bare-leg
$1.35
Sheer-lastic, with or
without seams $1.35
15 Denier, 60 mug°
Rleer-Sheer $1.35.

WE HAVE ALL SIZES!

Noffers Dept. Store
Phone 741

We have an opening for
one representative in Fulton
County who has had experience in selling. Insurance
experience is not necessary,
but helpful.
Leads are furnished from
mailing, radio and TV advertising. Liberal first commission and renewals.
Our line features the latest
in disability, hospitalization
and life contracts.
A late-model car and at
least a high school education are required.
This is a special opportunity for the right man. All
replies held confidential, of

'THAT'S what I said the night I got
-1- my Besutyrest Mattress. What 1x
does luxury!
And the Simmons people guarantee me
Sin full years of k.Ten dines 363 means
3,649 more nights of sleeping comfort.
(Now don't confuse ma with lleep
years. I got confused amt lisp year,
and that was enough.)

Simmons an nubs this smiting guarantee because the United States Testing
Co. has proved the durability of
Deautyrest. In a brutal laboratory tart.
1
2times longer than
11emotyrest lamed 2/
any other mattress. And kaset
they practically beat the stuffing out of
die cases they tasted.

You dan sep Sesnityrest at--

Write Box 1127, Padoesle, Ky.
Telephone 21101€

"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
PHONE 185

FULTON, KY.

Of course
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
WALNUT ST.

would
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National Travelers
Insurance Agency

What a
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girl . yei
Some of
from rnor
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lgia that
Unpleasant

Probably
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another old
ne
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Mayfield, Ky.

15 Denier, 60 gauge
(Seamless) $1.35

Do you
trying to
old friend:
from writ
to keep
ships in ;
ever woni
good
ole
friend th
troubles
.a national

Was simil
I received
Paul and ?
Fulton reel
int
near
Paul and N
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friend of n
who worke
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that a I thoui
at TV he
night and
teen Jo. Inc
column was
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Ingham. Mr
Is the brot?
late Elizabet
for the Nev

Easy Credit terms
at
West Kentucky's
Largest Jewelry Store

15 Denier, 60 gauge
(White only) $1.35

1

CALL 559

Bulova - Elgin
Hamilton Watches

30 Denier, 51 gauge
$1.35

420 Lake Street

Specialized Service

Diamond Ringo
$19.75 to $5,000 00

15 Denier, 60_ gauge
$1.25

15 Denier, 60 gauge
Dark seamless $1.35
Twin-Life, 15 denier
66 gaup)
$1.65
10 Denier, 75 gauge
$1.95

SAFETY-TOE shoes are always Page 10 The Fulton News Thursday, May 9, 1967
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
WANTICD to
buy: standing FOR REIM Floor madly machine and electric floor maskUmber. R V. Mlles, Route
FOR SALE: 6-hp outboard mosr and electric vacuum doss2, Sharon, Tenn.
tor, like new
guaranteed.
ers. Exchange !Wafture Cs
Only $110. Western Auto,
Wool Rugs and Carpet Cleaned
Phone 35, Church Street
Fulb3n.
and installed
9 by 12 $5.00
WHILE it lasts: Inlaid linoleum
DECORATION DAY
and plastic tile blocks, only
Floor Sanding and Finishing
for the
10c each. Exchange Furniture
14c sq. ft
Company, Church Street.
!Fulton.
CITY OF FULTON
Furniture Cleaning
BARGAINS: Gibson 1-ton airand Upholstering
(Fairview Cemetery)
conditioner unit thermatisUc
will be
control $1119.95. Burnett.
tractor Co. 4th St. Fulton.
ARNETT DOWELL FOR SALE: Garden tractor and
MAY 19
full set of accessories. New
Phone 1548 Union City, Tenn.
cost $400.50. will sell at
$295.00. See at Airlene Gas
Please pay cemetery upkeep
Co. Office. 301 Main St
dues at the City Clerk's office.
REPAIR SERVICE FOR efficient used automobiles.
Chevrolet
see Dan Taylor.
CASHION'S
Used Car Lot, Fourth Street,
RADIO AND TV
Fulton.
Any make-any model

